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Myanmar LGBTQIA Human Rights Watch Forum

Myanmar LGBTQIA Human Rights Watch Forum is a forum created in October 2022 com-

prising 15 LGBTQIA organizations and numerous LGBTQIA activists in Myanmar.  It is the 

first-ever forum to be composed of in-country members to monitor Myanmar’s LGBTQIA 

human rights issues following the Myanmar military coup in February 2021. 

 Aiming for the advancement of LGBTQIA rights, and to contribute to the transition-

al justice for Myanmar LGBTQIA persons, the forum actively works to collect and docu-

ment data on human rights abuses and violations committed against LGBTQIAs in post-

coup Myanmar; and reports the findings to different actors, including the public, policy 

and decision-makers, duty-bearers, and other relevant stakeholders.

 For safety and security reasons, the contact details of the forum members have 

not been disclosed. 
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Executive Summary

“Rainbow Amid the Storm: Exposing the harsh realities of LGBTQIAs in Post-coup Myan-

mar” is a product of research conducted with 210 LGBTQIAs from 14 townships of 4 regions 

and 3 states in Myanmar. While this report may not represent the on-ground situations 

of all LGBTQIAs in Myanmar, it still exposes the pattern of abuses taking place, and the 

harsh realities, and challenges facing most of Myanmar’s LGBTQIAs since the coup. 

According to the findings of the research, from 2021 February to 2023 February, LGBTQIAs 

in Myanmar had faced the highest discrimination in the family sector at 53%, 37% in the 

economic sector, 36% in the healthcare sector, 33.7% in the administrative sector, 33% in 

the social sector, 31% in the public services sector and 14% in education sector respective-

ly. 

There was a wide range of verbal abuse, physical violence, psychological violence, sexual 

violence, and economic violence involved in such sectoral discriminations. 

In the family sector, parents, siblings, and relatives of LGBTQIAs are among the perpetra-

tors of violence and discrimination. Perpetrators in other sectors mainly involved mem-

bers of the military and police, given that most sectors have been controlled and run by 

the military regime since the coup. 

Since the coup, discrimination against LGBTQIAs had escalated the most in the political, 

economic, administrative, justice, and public services/government sectors respectively. 

Moreover, it was found that 32% of 210 LGBTQIAs studied (67 LGBTQIAs) are victims of 

gross violations of human rights (GVHR) such as – arbitrary arrests; torture and other inhu-

mane, degrading punishment or treatment; rape; other sexual harassment and violence; 

confiscation and/or destruction of properties; illegal taxation or extortion; and extrajudi-

cial killings. It was also found that GVHR cases are occurring more in the conflict-affected 

areas such as Sagaing and Magway regions. 
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In overview, the rights of LGBTQIA in Myanmar are being infringed – including their right 

to education, freedom of movement, right to privacy and security, right to property, free-

dom of assembly and expression, freedom from discrimination, right to equality, freedom 

from torture, right to equality before the law, freedom from arbitrary arrest and right to 

fair trials. 

The report indicates an urgent need to widely document the human rights violations faced 

by LGBTQIAs in Myanmar; to establish a practical mechanism to redress the instances of 

their human rights violations; to end the impunity of the Myanmar military and bring the 

perpetrators to justice. 

It is recommended that repressive and discriminatory laws against LGBTQIAs be amend-

ed and repealed; the policymakers and nation-builders draft and enact an inclusive Fed-

eral Democracy Constitution that protects the rights of LGBTQIAs; and both local and 

international actors come together to bring perpetrators of LGBTQIA violence to justice 

through international human rights mechanisms. 
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Recommendations 

1. Legal Recommendations 

• –Draft and enact a comprehensive Federal Democratic Constitution which includes 

‘sexual orientation, gender identity, gender expression, and sex characteristics’ as a 

protected characteristic from discrimination. 

• –Repeal Penal Code Section 377 to decriminalize consensual same-sex relations and 

amend Section 375 to criminalize same-sex rapes, and rapes against LGBTQIA per-

sons. 

• Section 377 must be repealed or at the bare minimum amended to meet Myanmar’s 

international human rights obligations because it violates the non-discrimination 

principle, the right to equality before the law and equal protection of the law without 

discrimination, as well as the rights to liberty and security of person and to private 

life, among other rights, and contributes to the stigmatization and marginalization 

of LGBTI people. This lends false legitimacy to the anti-LGBTI prejudice common 

throughout Myanmar’s criminal justice system.

• –To reform vague and discriminatory laws including but not limited to Section 35 of 

the 1945 Police Act and Section 30 of the 1899 Rangoon Police Act. 

• The ruling government should review and repeal or reform vaguely provisioned laws 

that invite discriminatory applications, especially where such laws enable arrests to 

be made solely based on prejudice, discrimination, etc. on SOGIESC grounds; and 

police brutality. Specifically, Section 35 of the Police Act 1945, and Section 30 of the 

Rangoon Police Act 1899 (the so-called Shadow laws and Darkness laws) are legal 

provisions that should be amended or repealed as a matter of priority. 

• To consult with the civil society actors and stakeholders to ensure that the policy-

makers and legislators consider the rights of people with different sexual orienta-

tions, gender identities and expressions, and sex characteristics in developing and 

enacting all forms of domestic legislations.
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1. To the National Unity Government of Myanmar (NUG) 

– Make continuous efforts to gain legitimacy of NUG and ratify core international hu-

man rights treaties including ICCPR, CAT, CERD, and Rome Statue. Draft and enact 

relevant legislations to effectively implement these treaties at the national level.

– To fully cooperate with United Nations bodies and mechanisms, including the special 

rapporteurs. 

– Following the abolishment of the 2008 Constitution, draft and enact a comprehensive 

Federal Democracy Constitution that protects LGBTQIAs in accordance with interna-

tional human rights standards.

– Ensure policies within the ministries of NUG are gender-responsive and gender-inclu-

sive, and cooperate and collaborate with LGBTQIA civil societies in doing so. 

– Empower ministerial staff at different levels with knowledge and awareness of SOGI-

ESC through provisions of training either by itself or with the assistance of LGBTQIAs 

civil society organizations. 

2. To the civil society organizations 

– For both local and international human rights organizations working on Myanmar is-

sues to include issues of LGBTQIA human rights issues in their relevant projects. 

– For gender organizations to bring meaningful and inclusive gender movement as a 

whole by not overlooking and by including issues of LGBTQIA rights within their scopes 

of work. 

– To consider LGBTQIAs as one of the vulnerable key populations in providing humani-

tarian and other assistance in Myanmar and promote and ensure their access to these 

aids and assistances. 

2. Stakeholder Recommendations 
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– To improve Myanmar LGBTQIAs’ access to psycho-social supports in and outside of 

the country. 

– To include LGBTQIA people as one of the key populations in the documentation works 

that would contribute to the transitional justice in Myanmar. 

3. To development support partners 

– Domestic and international development partners should ensure the inclusion of LG-

BTQIA communities in programs and ensure grassroots LGBTQIA organizations have 

equitable access to technical and financial support. 

– Community development partners should ensure that LGBTQIA persons are consid-

ered and included through established gender quota as a key population for engage-

ment; and they, therefore, should be consulted and included in every step of the pro-

cess and project cycle – including from design, implementation, and monitoring and 

evaluation, to ensure the sustainability of their projects, and ensure services delivered 

by relevant projects are accessible to LGBTQIA persons and organizations.

– To provide much-needed technical and financial support for LGBTQIA organizations in 

Myanmar, especially during these unprecedented times. 

– To provide civil society organizations working on LGBTQIA issues, including the Nation-

al Unity Government, necessary support to end the impunity of the Myanmar military 

and bring the perpetrators to justice through international human rights mechanisms. 

4. To international organizations including the United Nations 

– To actively listen to the voices of the people in Myanmar, and acknowledge their lived 

experiences of gross violations of human rights; to no longer see the issue of Myanmar 

as an internal affair, but rather as a threat to democracy all over the world; and there-

fore, make robust, comprehensive, and undelayedly efforts to bring Myanmar back 

onto its path of democracy. 
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– To officially recognize the National Unity Government (NUG) as the one and only legit-

imate government of Myanmar. 

– Put pressure to end the impunity of the Myanmar military and their war crimes and 

crimes against humanity in Myanmar; and bring perpetrators to justice through inter-

national human rights mechanisms. 

– Increase collaborative efforts to impose meaningful sanctions against the military in 

order to decrease their perpetuation of human rights crisis. 
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Chapter 1 – Introduction
1. Background 

1.1 Societal Context 

While identifying the LGBTQIA population is rather difficult since there is no established 

global statistical index, international surveys suggest that around 5% of the whole pop-

ulation of a country can be assumed as LGBTQIA community members. This means that 

there are approximately 2.8 million people in Myanmar belong to the LGBTQIA communi-

ties. 

In Myanmar, gender, and sexually diverse minorities, and LGBTQIA persons are stigma-

tized based on religious, cultural, and customary norms. Myanmar also belongs to a highly 

patriarchal society where male individuals are often reckoned as a ‘more powerful human 

being’ and are given greater values under a binary gender hierarchy. These norms lead to 

the prejudice that males who identify themselves as females are seen as those foolishly 

trying to forfeit their privileges as men; and females who identify as males are seen as 

mentally disoriented, shameless creatures of disgust. 

Moreover, ‘deviation’ of sexual orientation is often mistakenly presumed to be “a phase 

that is going to be corrected itself later in life”, and that “it can be converted back to the 

‘normal’ conditions with a certain type of cure”. Such false presumptions fuel mocking, 

suppression, shaming, and blaming against LGBTQIA persons – followed by hatred, social 

exclusions, discrimination, and even violence in some instances. On a daily basis, many 

young LGBTQIA face violence and discrimination – from domestic and family violence at 

their homes, bullying at schools to larger patterns of marginalization and exclusions in 

society through different walks of life. 

From 2018 to 2020, some shocking news that caught public attention on social media was 

associated with 3 suicide cases of LGBTQIA people – two were direct results of domestic 

violence and one of workplace bullying. News of suicide cases surfaced and went viral on 

social media in 2021 after the coup also involved LGBTQIA persons – for example, gay men 

from Myitkyina and Mawlamyine townships. Besides these horrible situations, LGBTQIAs 

are additionally discriminated against and suppressed in different sectors of society – in-

volving physical, psychological, and sexual abuse and violence which ultimately led them 

to become victims of substance abuse, HIV/AIDS – creating a great loss of diverse human 
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resources for Myanmar’s society. 

Furthermore, some specific laws currently being enacted in Myanmar (detailed in the 

next section 1.2.1) are perceived to target LGBTQIA persons; to suppress and threaten 

their existence, self-determination, self-identification, and well-being; and to punish them 

for so-called provocative abnormalities. In addition to such restrictions by laws, LGBTQIAs 

face disproportionate lack of access to justice and equality. Lack of legal intellectuals 

and intelligentsias, combined with lack of legal and SOGIESC awareness among LGBTQIA 

themselves are causing social and other insecurities for LGBTQIA persons in Myanmar. 

The COVID-19 pandemic which arrived Myanmar in mid 2020 also doubled the crises faced 

by LGBTQIA persons and the government also failed to effectively resolve the crisis and 

provide assistance. The military coup in February 2021 has exacerbated these already 

worsen human rights and development situations for LGBTQIAs. Nonetheless, LGBTIQAs 

communities in Myanmar had come together and remarkably served as active citizens, 

participating in different anti-dictatorship activities – from street protests and demon-

strations to CDM movements. According to NUG, by mid-2021, 12 LGBTQIAs were killed, 73 

were arbitrarily arrested and detained, and dozens were either being charged or on-the-

flee to avoid prosecutions. NUG’s Ministry of Women, Youth and Childrens’ Affairs had 

also highlighted in its policy brief about the widespread abuse against LGBTQIAs in post-

coup Myanmar. 

All of these grave and concerning situations indicate an urgent need to address the hu-

man rights violations experienced by LGBTQIAs in Myanmar since these systemic and 

intersectional discriminations are the root cause of deprivation of “justice” and “equality” 

and “developmental detriments” for LGBTQIAs persons. 
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1.2 Legal Context 

1.2.1 Discriminatory Laws

Myanmar practices a legal system in which laws and legislations derived from the British 

colonial era still prevail. Although these laws are rarely enforced in action, members of 

military and law enforcement officers have been using these to intimidate, harass, and 

arrest LGBTQIA people on other charges. Many LGBTQIA members are subjected to all 

forms of mistreatment by criminal laws and are not protected by the justice system in 

Myanmar. Some of these laws include – Article 348 of the 2008 Constitution; the notorious 

1861 Penal Code Section 377, Section 312 (A) to (C), Section 320; Police Act 35 and Rangoon 

Police Act 30; and 1949 Suppression of Prostitution Act; among others.

Moreover, the PoVAW Bill, which aims to implement CEDAW at the national level, fails to 

prescribe an inclusive definition of “women”. 

Other laws used to repress LGBTQIA persons include – Penal Code Section 268 which 

criminalizes ‘public nuisance’; Section 66(D) of the Electronic Communications Law; and 

Ward/Village Tract Administration Law (2021-amended) and other politically sensitive 

laws which are widely being enforced under the military regime. 

1.2.2 Protective Legal Frameworks 

1.2.2.1 – Two Key Laws  

In Myanmar, there are currently only two legal frameworks that protects LGBTQIA per-

sons: the 2019 Child Rights Law, and 2018 Myanmar National Youth Policy. 

Sub-section (E) of Section 26 of the 2018 Myanmar National Youth Policy envisions pro-

moting the role and access of youths, including LGBTQIAs in terms of employment and 

economic opportunities, politics, literature, art, science, technology etc. 

Sub-section (xxi) of Section 3 of Chapter (1) of the 2019 Child Rights law defines discrim-

ination as “discrimination based on citizenship, race, ethnicity, sex, sexual orientation”, 

among other protected characteristics.
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1.2.2.2 – 2021 the National Unity Government of Myanmar (NUG) 

A. The Federal Democracy Charter 

Following the military coup in February 2021, the National Unity Government of Myanmar 

was formed with elected members of the ousted government, and they published a Fed-

eral Democracy Charter on March 31, 2021. 

Part I of Chapter (V) of 1 of Pillar 1 of the charter commits to ‘build peaceful Federal De-

mocracy Union’ with ‘freedom, justice, and equality’. The Union Value-1 also entails ‘De-

mocracy rights, Gender equality, and basic Human rights’ whereas Value-4 prescribing 

‘Diversity, Social Harmony, Solidarity, and Non-discrimination’ and Value-5 states ‘Protec-

tion of Minority Rights’ – thereby altogether protecting the rights of LGBTQIA persons. 

Additionally, Section-15 of Part (III) of Chapter (IV) envisions establishing independent com-

missions including “Anti-discrimination and Human Rights Commission” and “Anti-Gen-

der Based Violence Commission”. Section-25 continues by stating ‘direct, indirect or any 

forms of discrimination based on sex and gender shall be prohibited and there shall be 

promotion, protection, respect, and compliance”. On November 16, 2021, the National Un-

ion Consultative Council (NUCC) further reiterated the same statement in Section 46 of 

the Principles for Gender Equality on its list of tentative commissions. The statement also 

affirmatively mentions the establishment of the “Anti-discrimination and Human Rights 

Commission” and “Anti-Gender Based Violence and Domestic Violence Commission”, and 

“Gender Equality Commission”.

B. Ministries of the NUG 

The Committee Representing Pyidaungsu Hluttaw (CRPH) formed a number of ministries 

under the National Unity Government of Myanmar (NUG) in order to promote and protect 

human rights at a larger extent. Amongst them, the “Ministry of Human Rights”(MoHR) 

and the “Ministry of Women, Youths and Children’s’ Affairs”(MoWYCA) become the two 

key ministries to work with the LGBTQIA communities. For instance, the MoWYCA had 

issued ‘Protection against sexual harassment, exploitation and abuse’ policy which inclu-

sively protects LGBTQIAs from any form of sexual exploitation and abuse. 
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1.3 Obligations to protect LGBTQIAs under international 

human rights laws 

Myanmar, as a party to several human rights treaties, is obligated to respect, protect, 

and fulfil LGBTQIA people’s human rights. This duty requires Myanmar to protect LGBTQIA 

persons from human rights violations carried out by state actors, private actors, and oth-

er third parties. While Myanmar has not ratified International Covenant on Civil and Po-

litical Rights (ICCPR), treaties by which it is bound to include the International Covenant 

on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR), the Convention on the Elimination of 

All Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW), the Convention on the Rights of the 

Child (CRC) and the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD).

Article 2 of ICESCR clearly states non-discrimination of ESC rights on the basis of ‘race, 

color, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, 

birth or other status’. Article 3 of ICESCR also states to grant equal rights, with article 

12 highlighting right of everyone to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of 

physical and mental health. Article 2 of CEDAW requires State parties to condemn dis-

crimination against women in all forms. Additionally, Article 2 of the CRC requires that 

State Parties take all appropriate measures to ensure that children are protected against 

all forms of discrimination, including on the ground of sex. Furthermore, the terms ‘other 

opinions’ and ‘other status’ used in all non-discrimination provisions of the following trea-

ties encompasses discrimination based on sexual orientation and gender identity.

Accordingly, Myanmar is obliged under its existing international law commitments to pre-

vent and prohibit discrimination of women and children – based on sexual orientation and 

gender identity.
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1.4 LGBTQIAs and the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) 

A. United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals – Agenda 2030

At the end of 2015, the UN adopted Sustainable Development Goals or Global Goals – the 

Agenda 2030. Based on the principle of “leaving NO ONE behind”, the Agenda contains 

17 specific goals, including goals that inclusively promote participation and inclusion of 

LGBTIQAs persons such as ‘Goal 2- Zero Hunger’, ‘Goal 3 – Good health and Wellbeing’, 

‘Gal 4 – Quality Education’, ‘Goal 5 – Gender Equality’, ‘Goal 8 – Decent Work and Economic 

Growth’ and ‘Goal 16 – Peace, Justice and Strong institutions’. 

B. the Myanmar Sustainable Development Plan – MSDP 

Myanmar adopted the “Myanmar Sustainable Development Plan (2018 - 2030)” in 2018. 

MSDP embodies 3 pillars containing 5 goals, 28 strategies and 251 activities. All these vi-

sions are in alignment with the country’s 12 Economic Principles, UN’s SDGs, Mekhong re-

gional strategic framework, ASEAN economic forum and other regional commitments. 

Regardless, LGBTQIA persons are prevented from fully contributing to the MSDP and re-

alizing its goals due to existing marginalization and discrimination – thereby building a 

huge barrier to achieve full ‘human capital’ in the implementation of MSDP goals. 
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Chapter 2 – Monitoring Methodologies

1. Objectives, Scope, and methodologies of the study 
1.1 Human Rights Documentation Capacity-building of the forum 

members 

1.2 Assessing Human Rights Situations of LGBTQIAs in post-coup Myan-

mar 

Prior to the documentation process, the forum members participated in a 5-days Inten-

sive Advance Training Program where they were taught human rights documentation 

skills. During the training, the forum members actively participated in both theoretical 

and practical learning sessions which discussed principles of human rights documen-

tation, methods of human rights documentation, and storing and sharing human rights 

documentation information. 

The forum assessed the human rights situations of LGBTQIAs in post-coup Myanmar by 

employing the following methodologies for the study. 

Approach – The forum used a mixed method (both qualitative and quantitative approach-

es) to conduct the study. 

Phases – The study was conducted in two phases. 

From December 2022 to February 2023 during Phase-1 (Scanning), the “Assessment of 

human rights situations of LGBTQIA in post-coup Myanmar” survey was conducted online 

using the Kobo tool. A semi-structured survey questionnaire was used to conduct the sur-

vey. A sample of the survey questionnaire can be viewed in Annex-A of this report.

During the data collection, the enumerators were also asked to collect photo evidence 

and audio recording of their data collection sessions. The forum’s data validation team 

then used these individual recordings to listen to and cross-check the data uploaded on 

the Kobo database to verify and validate the data. 

In February 2023 during Phase-2 (Probing), the forum filtered the responses involving cas-

es of Gross Violation of Human Rights (GVHR) from Phase-1 to conduct individual in-depth 

interviews using open-ended questions in Phase-2. Depending on the consent from the 
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respondents, audio recordings, video recordings, and photographs were collected as ev-

idence during this phase. A sample of interview questions can be found in Annex B of this 

report.

Selection method – For Phase-1, the forum utilized a mixture of ‘purposive’ (i.e. the samples 

being LGBTQIA persons and not non-LGBTQIAs) and ‘proportionate stratified’ sampling 

(i.e. the samples having an equal ratio for each township from different states/regions) 

methods in order to ensure meaningful and equal representation. For Phase-2, the fo-

rum used a ‘snowballing’ method in consultation with the forum’s focal documenters from 

each township to select the most suitable case for eligible interviews. 

Sample size – Phase-1 consisted of 15 LGBTQIA persons for each of the 14 townships, 

amounting to a total of 210 respondents. Phase-2 consisted of 32 interviewees out of the 

following 210 respondents from Phase-1. 

Scope – The forum set the time parameter for the study to incidents later than February 

2021 to reflect the real and on-the-ground situations following the military coup. 

In defining the geographical areas for the study, the forum decided to include both con-

flict-affected and conflict-free states and regions A total of 14 townships from 4 regions 

and 3 states were targeted for the study.  

Sr.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

States/Regions

Sagaing 

Magway 

Mandalay 

Yangon

Kachin 

Mon 

Shan

Townships

Monywa township, Shwebo township

Chauk township, Pakokku township  

Mandalay City, Kyaukpadaung township, 

Ma Hlaing township, Meikhtila township 

Yangon City 

Myitkyina township 

Mawlamyine township 

Nyaungshwe township, Taung-

gyi City, Lashio township 

Table 2.1 – Townships of respondents 
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1.3 Limitations and Challenges 

2.1 Age of Respondents 

2.2 Biological Sex of Respondents 

Like any other studies with specific project target areas, this study may not comprehen-

sively represent the whole picture of the experiences of all LGBTQIAs across Myanmar. 

This study was also not conducted in a scientifically rigid and systematic manner. 

The forum initially aimed to conduct the study in 15 townships from a total of 8 states/re-

gions. However, during the data collection process, Pha-an township of Karen state was 

excluded due to technical, safety, and security challenges faced by the forum’s focal in 

the following township – leaving the study with just 14 townships in total. 

There were also instances where the forum had to exclude some of the respondents se-

lected for Phase-2 interviews because they revoked their informed consent and could no 

longer participate in the interviews – leaving the study with just only 32 interviews instead 

of 35 as originally planned. 

During the data collection, political instabilities, internet and electricity cuts, and other 

technical challenges faced by the documenters impacted the smooth implementation 

of the process. However, the forum managed to complete the data collection in a timely 

manner. 

2. Demographics of the survey respondents 

No. of

 respondents

Age Groups

Below 18 18 -– 35 years 36 -– 59 years 60 and above

1401672

No. of 

respondents
174 36

Man Woman

Table 2.2 – Age group of respondents 

Table 2.3 – Sex of respondents 
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2.3 Gender of Respondents 

2.4 Sexual Orientation of Respondents

2.5 Ethnicity of Respondents 

Percentage

157 53

Bamar Non-Bamar

Table 2.6 – Ethnicity of respondents 

Table 2.4 – Gender of respondents

Table 2.5 – Sexual orientation of respondents 

WomanMan Bi-gender
Gender 

Non-binary
Genderqueer Questioning Other RNA

No. of

 respondents

85 105 9 4 2 2 2 1

Sr

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Sexual orientations

Heterosexual

Homosexual 

Bisexual 

Asexual 

Pansexual  

Others  

Rather not answer

No. of 

respondents

71

122

9

1

3

3 

1
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Among people of ethnicities, Kachin, Karen, Shan, Mon, Palaung, Danu, and Inn are the 

most-mentioned ethnicities. Others included mixtures of more than one ethnicities, and 

non-Bamar such as mixed bloods. 

The majority of the respondents (35%) are self-employed, 18.1% are unemployed, 12% are 

daily wagers, 9.5% are volunteers/civil society workers, and 4.3% are private staff. The rest 

of the respondents ranged from 2-3% each for the traders, students, civil servants, farm-

ers, and factory workers. 

Among 2.5% (5 respondents) who are civil servants, 4 are found to be participants of the 

Civil Disobedience Movement who were previously from the Ministry of Planning, the Min-

istry of Health, and the General Administration Department. 

Nearly half (45%) of the respondents had completed their high school education. 32% had 

completed only secondary school whereas the 4.8% had completed only basic education. 

0.5% of the respondents were found to not have any school education, and only 15.7% of 

the respondents have attained a higher education, being graduated and post-gradu-

ates. 

2.6 Occupation of Respondents 

2.7 Education of Respondents 

Figure 2.1 – Occupation of respondents
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The majority of survey respondents (88.6%) said that their family members or those living 

together with them (or co-habitants) are aware about their sexual orientation. 

Figure 3.1 – Respondents’ co-habitants’ knowledge of their SOGIE status

In further questioning, it was found that since the coup, more than half (52%) of the re-

spondents claimed they had experience discrimination and violence in the family sec-

tor. Respondents answering ‘Yes’ to this question are found to be mostly transgender 

respondents and gender non-binary respondents, compared to a few other gay respond-

ents. 

Figure 3.2 – Discrimination in the family/domestic sector
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2. Verbal abuse 

Family members of the respondents scolded and, in some cases, even use curse words 

to express disgust over the respondents’ status of sexual orientation and gender identity 

by saying, for example, ‘faggot’, and ‘disgraceful brat’ – often insisting and forcing the re-

spondents to conform their gender to their biological sex.  

3. Psychological abuse  

Among the respondents, transgender persons are not accepted of their gender identity 

and expressions and are forced to change by their family members including their siblings. 

In most cases, they are disowned by their family members, and expelled from the house, . 

In some cases, the respondents who were released from prison were not welcomed back 

to their homes by their families in fear of repercussions due to their political activism.  

1. Physical abuse 

The respondents were beaten by their parents/guardians as a means of punishment , 

and physically abused by their siblings   due to their sexual orientation and gender ex-

pressions.

According to the respondents, these acts of violence occurred mainly out of their fam-

ily members’ disfavor because of their decrease in income and their inability to support 

their family. 
In some cases, the respondents were 

even threatened by their own family 

members, and close relatives to be ar-

rested by the police, law enforcement 

and even the military amid the current 

state of un-ruling of law inside the coun-

try.  

Other severe cases involved committing 

physical harm such as beating the re-

spondents with objects such as sticks, 

chasing and stabbing the respondent 

with a knife,  and throwing with an ax  

etc. 

“Both of my family and my employer do not 

like the idea of me being not just a transgen-

der, but also a political activist. And then of 

course, I was disowned by my family, I was 

kicked out of the house, got fired from my 

job. I was even punched in my face right 

before I was kicked out of the house. I had 

these bruises under my eyes.”

LHRD0801 – a transgender woman, 

Meikhtila Township
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3.1.2 Education Sector 

1. Respondents’ access to post-coup education 

It was found that over half, 55% of the respondents do not have access to in-country ed-

ucation services (both public and private) after the coup. 

In further questioning, 55% of the respondents about the reasons for not having access 

to post-coup education, the respondents mentioned the following reasons accordingly. 

Among the respondents who do not have access to post-coup education, most (33%) are 

not interested in school education, and the other 30% had other reasons for lacking such 

access. 25% of them are unable to commit time to study, and the rest 11.6% mentioned a 

lack of technical and financial resources to seek education. The respondents do not have 

access to post-coup education for other reasons such as – having been displaced as IDPs, 

having been imprisoned, or having participated in the CDM movement.  

2. Discrimination/violence in the education sector 

13.5% of the respondents mentioned that they had experienced discrimination or violence 

in the education sector. This makes up 45% of the respondents who said they had access 

to post-coup education in the first question. These respondents were mainly from Mony-

wa township, Taunggyi city, Nyaungshwe township, Meikhtila township and Yangon city. 

Figure 3.3 – Respondents’ acacess to post-coup education
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It was found that the respondents were discriminated against mainly by their classmates, 

other fellow students, and others such as school staff members, school security etc. 

In further questioning about the experiences of such discrimination or violence, the 

respondents mainly mentioned – being verbally abused and being made fun of with 

name-calling using derogatory terms , and psychological abuse involving bullying, ne-

glect, and exclusion.  A respondent from Meikhtila township shared her experience of 

discrimination in the post-coup education sector accordingly: 

Figure 3.4 – Discrimination in post-coup education

The data altogether shows that LGBTQIA respondents do not have access to inclusive 

education and equality in the education sector after the coup. 
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“I am a transgender man, a final- year student majoring in Myanmar language. After the coup, 

I actively participated in the protests as well as the CDM. I even had to flee and run away to 

another state because I was being hunted down by the military to arrest me. And then unfortu-

nately, I was arrested while I was quietly coming back home just for a while. I don’t know where 

they got the news of me coming back. I was then detained inside the prison where I was beaten 

almost every day. They slapped my face, asking me if I had connections with the PDFs . I told 

them I didn’t, which was the truth. And then they released me without pressing any charges. 

When I was released, I couldn’t just sit and do nothing – I needed to do something with my life. 

And I was this close to graduate, so I decided to go back to the university. And of cause at the 

university, I was looked down by other students including teachers like…’oh, she’s a criminal. 

She’s been in prison’… That kind of stuff… They always treated me like I was guilty of some sort. 

And as this went on for every day, I became exhausted and finally decided to drop out. After 

that I tried to apply for some jobs and here, I am, now working as a sales rep at a local mobile 

phone retailer.”

LHRD0802 – transgender man, Meikhtila township. 
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In the healthcare sector, 36% of the respondents mentioned that they had experienced 

discrimination or violence in the healthcare sector post military coup. 

3.1.3 Healthcare Sector 

“I was told, and I quote, ‘Oh… so you’re a POZ 

huh? Why bother getting medications? Why 

don’t you just die quickly and save the trou-

ble for other people?’…”

LHRD0312 – transgender woman, Kyauk-

padaung township

Figure 3.5 – Discrimination in the post-coup healthcare sector

Among the respondents who had experienced such discrimination or violence, most be-

long to transgender women, LGBTQIAs living with HIV/AIDS, and arrested and detained 

LGBTQIA people. 

Transgender women and LGBTIQAs with gender non-binary identities or expressions 

mainly experience verbal and psychologi-

cal abuses where they are made fun of as 

a subject of mockery by the healthcare 

staff , insulting and taunting the respond-

ents in an outburst of profanity , looking 

down on the respondents , and yelling 

them and treating them disrespectfully . 

LGBTQIAs living with HIV/AIDS are stigmatized on a large scale and discriminated against. 

In most cases, they are discriminated against and mistreated by the healthcare staff at 

the centers where they obtain their ART medications. Such mistreatment and discrimina-

tion mainly involved verbal abuse , and psychological abuse .  

It was found that the arrested and detained are sexually harassed and abused by the 

staff members of the detention facilities, including inside the prisons.  

Moreover, there were also some instances where the respondents could not access 
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1. Employment status of respondents 

 In questioning the employment status of the respondents, it was found that 56% of the 

respondents did not have any change in their career or employment status (with 80% of 

them working at the same job they did before the coup, and 20% of them being unem-

ployed since before the coup). 40% of the respondents mentioned losing their jobs and 

among them, over half of them could not find and secure new jobs. 

Figure 3.6 – Post-coup employment status of respondents 

2. Income status of respondents 
When questioned about their income status, it was found that the majority of respond-

ents (82%) had decreased in their income, whereas only 10% remained unchanged in their 

income, and only 5% observed an increase in their income. 

3.1.4 Economic Sector 

healthcare due to the CDM among the civil servants, including from the healthcare de-

partments . Healthcare staff participating in the CDM impacted timely and sufficient 

reception of HIV medications among respondent LGBTQIAs living with HIV/AIDS.  A re-

spondent who is a member of local PDF also mentioned that although there was no signif-

icant discrimination against LGBTQIA members of PDF at the base, there had been some 

challenges in accessing different forms of medicines and medications. 

Altogether, this indicates that LGBTQIAs do not enjoy their right to equality, right to free-

dom from discrimination, right to dignity, and right to healthcare in the healthcare sector 

in general after the coup.
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3. Discrimination in the employment sector 

The respondents were then asked whether they had experienced discrimination or vio-

lence at their workplace. Over one-third (37%) of the respondents responded ‘Yes’ to this 

question. 52% of the respondents had not experienced discrimination in the post-coup 

employment sector. 

Those who had responded ‘Yes’ belonged to the townships such as Pakokku, Monywa, 

Nyaungshwe, Yangon, Mahlaing, Mandalay, Kyaukpadaung, Lashio, and Mawlamyine – 

hence a mixture of both rural and urban cities. This indicates that LGBTQIAs are being 

discriminated against in the employment or economic sector post-coup regardless of 

their geographical locations, or economic developmental status of their locations. 

In further questioning about their experiences of such discrimination, it was found that 

they had experienced mainly verbal abuse, sexual harassment, and exploitation at their 

workplace. 

Based on their sexual orientation and gender expression, the respondents are treated as 

Figure 3.7 – Post-coup income status of respondents

Figure 3.8 – Discrimination in the post-coup employment sector
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a subject of mockery; excluded , and are exploited both sexually  and for their labor and 

effort by their employer . In some cases, the respondents are targeted by their employers 

in cutting down the human resource of most businesses following the economic crisis af-

ter the coup without giving any reason or because of their affiliations in political activism 

outside of work.  

It was also found that the CDM-participating and transgender respondents were denied 

of their job application , and faced hurdles and challenges in applying for the new jobs . 

Arresting and investigating the respondents and confiscating their cash and belongings 

, and threatening , and exploitation  by the local security forces such as the military sol-

diers and the police officers had significant impact on the respondents’ privacy, freedom, 

and ability to work decently. Security patrol by the police and military soldiers during the 

nights also make it impossible for LGBTQIA sex workers to work, having a huge impact on 

their occupation and livelihood. 

“I also protested the coup…And participated in resistance activities… Then it began.

My employer started to notice that I was participating in the demonstrations and 

then said, ‘This faggot is going get our business in trouble because of this’, and then 

they forced me to resign… And since my family is a family of daily wagers, they do not 

want me to stay at the house since I do not earn anymore… They didn’t like me either 

since from the beginning because of my sexual orientation… So, I had to leave my job, 

and my family… I sought some help from my friend... Stayed at his… and now I am in 

the PDF.”

 LHRD0803 – Gay, Meikhtila township 

“I participated in CDM and I do not have a job… No one is lining up to support me so I 

was working at this small, local grocery store…My gender expression is a little bit fem-

inine and my employer took advantage of that, asking me ‘if I was gay’. I didn’t think 

much and said yes. The next day, he said he needed me do something and told me 

to come to his house. I went and there, I was raped. He threatened me that he would 

report me to the military authorities for participating in the CDM if I speak anything 

about the incident, and that he would fire me too. I was angry, and furious and said, 

“Whatever, I quit!”. 

And then I left the job”

LHRD0914 – Gay, Monywa township
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Another incident was from Malamyine township of Mon State where a local gay man com-

mitted suicide due to his financial crisis following the coup. 

All the above incidents indicate that LGBTQIAs in Myanmar do not enjoy right to decent 

work, right to equality and dignity in the employment and economic sector post-coup. 

Almost one-third of the respondents (30.6%) said they had been discriminated against in 

accessing public services. 

3.1.5 Public/Government Services Sector

“I work as a make-up and beauty artist. And I participated in the anti-coup protests 

in full drag, wearing wigs and gowns and raising the rainbow flags. This made my 

face rememberable for most people in the town, including my uncle who is from the 

military. 

And then one day, a client (with a military background), came and hired me for a 

wedding. The client was my uncle’s close relative, but far from mine. And then she 

had the audacity to go on and say that I must do the make-up for their event for free 

or else I would be reported to the police and get arrested because apparently, they 

had photo evidence of me taken at the protests. Scared of getting arrested, I had to 

do the make-up for them for free.”

LHRD0809 – Transgender woman, Meikhtila township

Figure 3.9 – Discrimination in the post-coup public sector
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When the respondents were asked about their experiences of discrimination, most of 

them mentioned verbal abuse , sexual harassment  and sexual violence , and exploitation.  

“When I was going into town, passing in 

front of a school and through the securi-

ty checkpoint, I was stopped and asked if 

I was a man or a woman. And then at the 

local COVID vaccination center, we had 

to queue and show ID cards. Since my 

gender was different from the ID card, 

I was looked at as a strange creature. 

They laughed at me and with straight 

faces, they said, ‘we are not vaccinating 

a-chauks!’ Being embarrassed, I literally 

had to walk out of the center. I didn’t get 

the vaccination.”

LHRD0902 – Transgender woman, Mony-

wa township

“I was mocked and laughed at by the 

healthcare staff at the public hospi-

tal… Not only I am a LGBT but also, I am 

a Muslim so… I have applied for ID card 

at the immigration office for so long… 

I still haven’t got it… Now that I need it 

more than ever, I went to the immigra-

tion again to check again. They still ha-

ven’t processed my application. I am in 

my 30s now and I have no documenta-

tions… And this makes me hard to travel 

freely… I can’t even properly go and vis-

it the local parks in fear that the police 

would stop me, check me and arrest me. 

And I was once before so..”

LHRD0717 – Non-binary, 

Malamyine township

and police stations. A few others were discriminated against at public hospitals, prisons, 

and public banks. 

Figure 3.10 – Places of discrimination
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Among the respondents with experiences of such discrimination, most are transgender 

women, gender non-binary persons, and non-Buddhist LGBTQIAs from Monywa, Kyauk-

padaung, Yangon, Lashio and Shwebo townships.

Judging from these incidents, it can be seen that rights of LGBTQIA persons are being 

infringed in the post-coup public service sector. 

It was found that 28.5% of the respondents had experiences of discrimination/violence in 

justice sector whereas the other 58.6% did not. 

When questioned about the places of such discrimination, police stations and prisons 

topped the places with most discrimination. 

3.1.6 Justice Sector 

“When I was at the General Administration Office, a staff literally addressed me us-

ing the word, ‘A Chauk  (Faggot)’… And then he was touching my breasts and my 

buttocks…

He also asked me if I wanted to sleep with him… 

I never responded and he asked for additional paper fees on plain sight.”

LHRD0904 – Transgender woman, Monywa township

Figure 3.11 – Discrimination in the post-coup justice sector
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Further questioning on the identities of the perpetrators of discrimination, police officers, 

prison staff, judges, prison heads, and military soldiers topped the list of perpetrators. A 

few others included court clerks, pyu-saw-htees , lawyers, and other inmates. 

Figure 3.12 – Places of discrimination in the justice sector

Figure 3.13 – Perpetrators of discrimination/violence
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When probing the respondents with open-ended questions to learn the nature of their 

experiences of violence or discrimination in the justice sector, it was found that most of 

these respondents faced incidents of violence or discrimination while being arbitrarily 

arrested, detained, and investigated due to the political turmoil, and local peace and 

tranquility laws and projects imposed by the military in an effort to maintain stability. In 

some cases, despite not being arrested or detained, the respondents faced incidents of 

violence or discrimination when visiting the places of the justice service.  These instances 

of discrimination and violence involve verbal abuse, physical violence, psychological vio-

lence, sexual harassment, sexual violence, power abuse, and sexual exploitation. Most of 

the survivors are transgender persons and gender non-binary queer persons. Most of the 

survivors had experienced one or more types of the aforementioned violence. 

Geographically, LGBTQIA discrimination or violence within the justice sector occur the 

most in Monywa and Shwebo townships of Sagaing region; followed by the second most 

in Nyaung Shwe, Taunggyi, Yangon, Lashio, Myitkyina and Mahlaing townships. This pat-

tern shows that while LGBTQIA discrimination in the justice sector occurred in both con-

flict-affected and conflict-free areas of Myanmar, incidents of discrimination occur the 

most in conflict-affected areas.

Cases of GVHR found during the Phase-2 of the study are also found to have been linked 

to discrimination in violence in the justice sector. Details about these GVHR cases are 

described in Section 3.2 of this report. 

Verbal abuse against LGBTQIA in the justice sector mainly involved calling names us-

ing rude and derogatory terms,  addressing with provocative and disrespectful pronouns  

while making fun of, and yelling, swearing, and cursing.  

Psychological abuse included – threatening to endanger life , extortion of money , confis-

cation of property, illegal taxation, and economic exploitation.  

Physical abuse and violence involve beating the survivors on their faces and bodies to ad-

mit guilty of their accused offenses ; ripping their clothes off and stripping, and shaving 

their heads ; leaving under the hot sun for a prolonged period, and splashing their naked 

bodies with ice waters ; beating until the victim’s teeth break ; and tortures that inflict 

severe pain ; and leaving the victims with no food or water.  
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“On December 4th, 2021, I remember. The policemen from No.2 Police Station and 

the Ward administrator arrived at my house in Kyat Paung Chan Quarter of Myit-

kyina township. They said they were taking me as a suspect for a recent robbery. 

They accused me of robbery without having any proof. At the police station, they 

wrapped my face with a cloth, and beat me like hell… And in the middle of the beat-

ing, I heard one of them saying, 

‘May be this A-Chauk (faggot) has an HIV. Wear some gloves’. 

And then I felt gloved hands beating on my arms, legs, and bodies... My family came 

and tried to give me my ART medications, but they kept me tied up and refused to 

give the medications or any food at all to me… They would swear on me, and laugh 

at me like I am some sort of joke… And then I was prosecuted and charged… But my 

case was dismissed for insufficient evidence…. This was my first experience…

And then at around 9 P.M on December 25, 2022, a group of soldiers raided a shop 

where me and my other trans friends were hanging out…They knocked our heads 

with their rifle butts, aimed the guns at us and threatened us by saying, “Aren’t you 

guys the ones from last year? What are you guys up to here again? Trying to steal 

something? Haven’t you learnt your lessons the last time? You better behave or this 

time, we swear we will make your lives miserable and end your lives if you guys get 

arrested’.

LHRD1002 - Bigender, Myitkyina township

“At Kyunchaung police station of Tantkyi Taung… They arrested me and then they 

used me as a human shield, worrying if they might get shot… They beat me and 

tortured me…. I was sexually harassed and assaulted… They forced me to knee on 

the sand under the brutally hot sun… When I passed out, they would splash me with 

some water, and then put me under the sun again…. I was tortured the same way 

like this for many, many times…”

LHRD1101 – Transgender woman, Pakokku township
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Sexual abuse and violence in the justice sector involved forcing transgender women and 

gay men with feminine gender expression to take off their clothes, stripping them naked, 

and touching and squeezing their enlarged breasts, buttocks and other body parts , and 

abusing power to exploit the victims sexually ; and in some serious cases – individual rapes  

and even gang rapes .  

“Out of all the pedestrians, I was deliberately chosen to stop at the city security check-

point by the SAC’s soldiers and police. They asked me to show my NRC  identification. 

I did. And then they asked me to come along with them since they needed to check 

something. They took me to the back of their tent where they unzipped their pants and 

asked me to suck their penises. These 3 SAC soldiers were not wearing uniform, but 

they had their rifles around their arms. Then they started to strangle me and attempt-

ed to rape me. In full disgust, I said, ‘I have HIV’. They slapped my face a couple of times 

before letting me go.”

LHRD0910 – Transgender woman, Monywa township

“They arrested her in November 2021… They tied her up with her hands at the back… and took 

her to the city hall interrogation unit… She was severely beaten during the investigation, un-

til she’s completely unrecognizable… They beat her buttocks with thick bamboo sticks until 

her skin and glute fat ripped apart… She couldn’t even sit because it was too painful… And 

then they shot and snapped her with rubber bands, and burnt her skin with the cigarette 

fires… Then she was forced to wrap her longyi around her waist, leaving her butt-naked… 

and forced her to kneel on the sand and yell “I am a man” in front of all the other people… 

And her pictures were taken and circulated on social media with a caption saying ‘Thin Zar 

Wint Kyaw 2.0’  to embarrass her. And then they put a stick into her anus. 

While being investigated, she was also splashed and dripped with ice water in the winter 

season. And without finding any evidence, she was unlawfully prosecuted and imprisoned 

with Anti-terrorism charge. She was also raped in prison-liking waking her up while sleeping 

to entertain them sexually, suck their penises, and beat her if she refused. One day, her 

refusal caused a stir and the case was brought to the prison authority. We heard the per-

petrator was reassigned to a different location but ever since then, we were not allowed 

to go see her and we’ve never heard from her again. This whole thing is horrible and heart-

breaking, and we are not even in her shoes yet… So, we can just only imagine her pain and 

her sufferings.”

 LHRD0907 – A guardian of a currently-in-prison transgender woman, Monywa township
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3.1.7 Political Sector 

In the political sector, 35% of the respondents mentioned that they had been discriminat-

ed against or faced violence. This makes up one-third of all the respondents. 

Open-ended questions probing the respondents to learn more about their experiences 

revealed that discrimination and violence in political sector mainly involves arbitrary ar-

rests due to political activism, and other psychological, physical, and sexual abuses and 

exploitations following such arrests. 

The respondents mentioned having first-hand experiences of the military crackdowns 

against the protestors using armed force , using water canon , and using tear gas and 

smoke bombs  ; being beaten with police batons  and being chased and shot with live 

ammunitions  during protests and demonstrations. The forum also observed cases where 

houses ad properties of the respondents were burnt down and destroyed in an arson due 

to their active participation in the anti-military protests and activities in their communi-

ties.  

Other reasons for the respondents being arbitrarily arrested include – beating pots and 

pans , participating in the CDM , and posting and sharing anti-military political news and 

posts on social media ; and showing support of NUG on social media platforms such as 

changing Facebook profiles with NUG logos . In these cases, the respondents were raided 

by the police and military soldiers where their properties and precious belongings were 

confiscated, and some even had to run away and flee from their homes for their safety 

and hence, displaced.  

Figure 3.14 – Discrimination or violence in the post-coup political sector
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The forum also observed that some respondents, although not participated in the pro-

tests, were arbitrarily arrested due to the local ‘peace and tranquility’ laws (such as Cur-

few Law, Section 144(Martial law))  and projects where two men are forbidden to ride on 

the same motorbike . These are altogether infringing their freedom of expression, media 

freedom, right to dignity and right to privacy. 

Overall, these cases indicate that LGBTQIAs are being deprived of their legal rights such 

as right to equality before the law, right to due process, right to fair trials and right to le-

gal defense.

The forum found that 33.7% of the respondents had experienced discrimination or vio-

lence in the post-coup administrative sector.  

3.1.8 Administration Sector 

“I participated in the protests… And then I wrote and shared political posts on my Face-

book… And the military informer in my account got me arrested…. They raided my house, 

arrested me and sent me to prison straight away that night of arrest…

They beat me, saying, “So, you want to do politics that much, huh?”…

Then they cut my hair short, squeezed my breasts, and made me shower naked. I was 

sexually harassed. I was in prison for 2 months and then I was released fortunately, af-

ter signing a legal commitment.”

LHRD0812 – Transgender woman, Meikhtila township

“I was outside at late hours – past 10 P.M. Since there was an active curfew, the sol-

diers shot with their guns to arrest us. We, me and my 2 other friends, got arrested 

and I was the only LGBTQ. I got a bullet wound on my thigh, my friend was hit on his 

shoulder… We were sent to hospitals but I was the one with the weakest financial 

background so I couldn’t bribe them. I was prosecuted and charged and was sent to 

prison. I had to do a lot of hard labor inside the prison. But then I was released, after 

signing a legal commitment.”

LHRD0808 – Gay, Meikhtila township
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When questioning the respondents about their experiences of discrimination, most of 

them mentioned verbal abuse, physical violence and psychological violence, and sexual 

harassment based on their gender identities and expressions.

The respondents, when going to the Ward/Village tract administration office either to 

register guests or to obtain recommendation letters, were told that they would not be giv-

en any recommendation letters if they fail to come to the office in gender non-conforming 

attires ; threatened to arrest if they fail to report guests ; and asking for more documen-

tations beyond prescribed requirements, deliberately delaying the process, and asking 

for additional fees for being LGBTQIAs . Some respondents also experienced name-call-

ing and yelling ; mockery and making fun of ; forced stripping and being treated as a 

laughingstock ; and sexual harassment such as non-consensual touching of the breasts 

and buttocks . In some cases, the respondents, the respondents were scrutinized and in-

vestigated due to their difference between how they look on their ID card and in actuality 

; surveilled and inculpated  by the Ward administrator all the time for their previous his-

tory of political activism, and threatened to re-arrest ; extorted money ; and banned from 

living inside the ward ; and expelled and banished from the village by the fellow villagers .  

33% of the respondents mentioned that they had experienced discrimination in post-coup 

social sector. 

3.1.9 Social Sector 

Figure 3.15 – Discrimination in the post-coup administrative sector
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The following data resulted from asking the participants to choose places of discrimina-

tion in social sector, using multiple-choice questions.

It was found that the respondents are discriminated against most in the restaurants, bus 

stations, markets and malls, parks and public recreational places, others (such as public 

toilets, mobile pay agencies, and pedestrian lands and streets). 

Discrimination in these places mainly involve teasing, laughing at, being looked down and 

disrespectfully treated, and excluded due to their gender identity and expression ; and 

sexual orientations such as being in a same-sex relationship

Figure 3.16 – Discrimination in the post-coup social sector

Figure 3.17 – Places of discrimination
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3.1.10 Religion or Belief Sector 

In the religion or belief sector, the forum found that only around 15% of the respondents 

had experienced discrimination or violence and that the other 72% had no such experi-

ence.

Mostly, incidents of these discriminations involved where the participants are not allowed 

to enter religious buildings and places of worship; and being laughed at and ridiculed 

even if they were allowed to enter. Most respondents with such experiences of religious 

discrimination are found to be Buddhists. 

Only 11% of the respondents mentioned having experienced discrimination in the digital, 

news, and media sector. The other 74.8% have not experienced as such. 

3.1.11 Digital, News and Media Sector 

Figure 3.18 – Discrimination in post-coup religion or belief sector

Figure 3.19 – Discrimination in the post-coup digital, news, and media sector.
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1. Degree of discrimination prior to and post-coup by sector 

The forum asked the respondents to rate the degree of discrimination prior to and post-

coup by sector, using a scale of 5: 1 is ‘no discrimination at all’, 2 being ‘averagely no dis-

crimination’, 3 being ‘only a few discrimination’, 4 being ‘some discrimination’ and 5 being 

‘many and multiple discrimination’. 

The forum received the following responses. 

Discrimination in the post-coup digital, news, and media sector mainly involved arbitrary 

arrests , threatening , and firing from jobs  due to sharing and posting political posts 

online and on social media platforms; and threatening on the respondents’ safety and 

security because other people posted on social media pictures of them demonstrating 

or protesting ; mobile connection and internet shutdown in the respondents’ areas ; and 

lack of privacy and digital freedom due to checking and searching of VPN applications on 

their personal devices . In some cases, the respondents also mentioned online and cyber-

bullying based on their sexual orientation and gender identity.  

3.1.12 Comparison of the degrees of human rights violations against 

LGBTQIA prior to and post-coup 
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A comparison of the degrees of discrimination shows that discrimination against LGBT-

QIAs had significantly increased in most sectors after the coup. 

When comparing by sector, post-coup LGBTQIA-discrimination increased the most in 

sectors such as political, economic, administrative, justice, and public sectors, followed 

by other sectors such as healthcare, social, family, religion, education, and media. 

2. Sectors with most LGBTQIA-discrimination post-coup 

Figure 3.20 – Comparison of the degree of discrimination prior to and the post-coup by sector

Figure 3.21 – Comparison of increased post-coup LGBTQIA-discrimination by sector
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The forum documented a total of 67 cases involving the gross violation of human rights 

(GVHR) out of 210 data cases collected during Phase-1 of the study.  This amounts to 32% 

of all the respondents. 

The forum found that GVHR cases are occurring the most in Monywa and Shwebo town-

ships of Sagaing region, and Pakokku township of Magway region. Cross-analysis of the 

geographical presence of GVHR cases showed that they are occurring more in the rural 

areas such as downtowns and villages when compared to urban cities. Comparison of 

GVHR cases per each state/region show that LGBTQIAs from conflict-affected regions 

such as Sagaing and Magway experience GVHR cases more than LGBTQIAs form states 

and regions with less active conflicts. 

3.2 Interview Findings 

3.2.1 Cases of Gross Violations of Human Rights (GVHR)

Figure 3.22 – Map of the occurrence of GVHR cases by state/region
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The forum observed that these 67 GVHR cases mainly consisted of the following types of 

violations: 

– Extrajudicial killings   

– Torture, and other cruel, inhumane, or degrading treatment or/and punishment 

– Rape   

– Other sexual abuses and violence  

– Confiscation and/or destructions of properties  

– Arbitrary arrests   

– Illegal taxation or extortions  

During Phase-2 of the study, a total of 32 cases were selected out of 67 GVHR cases for 

in-depth qualitative interviews based on the interviewees’ informed consent, their safety 

and security, ability to communicate and participate in the interview, and reliability of 

testimonies and evidence.

Among these 32 qualitative cases, the forum interviewed 1 case of extrajudicial killing; 7 

cases of torture, inhumane and degrading treatment, and punishment; 6 rape cases; 3 

cases of other sexual violence; 2 cases of illegal taxation/extortion; 6 cases of destruc-

tion of properties; and 16 cases of arbitrary arrests. Some interviewees have experienced 

more than one type of GVHRs. 

Figure 3.23 – Number of GVHR cases by type
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1. Extrajudicial killing 

LGBTQIAs are also victims of the military’s extrajudicial killings. According to AAPP’s data, 

a 37-years-old transgender woman named “Thaw Thaw” from Kyaukpadaung township 

of Mandalay region was recorded as the first casualty of Myanmar military’s extrajudicial 

killing. 

In reality, since many LGBTQIAs do not disclose openly about their sexual orientations or 

gender identities due to existing stigma in Myanmar’s society, the actual number of LGBT-

QIA victims of extrajudicial killings is unpredictable and is estimated to be larger in figure. 

 

In this research, despite the forum’s inability to cover a large scope of study geographi-

cally, the forum learnt another case of extrajudicial killing of who seems to have been a 

young LGBTQIA woman from Meikhtila township. 

Although the military’s soldiers did not specifically target to extrajudicially kill LGBTQIAs, 

most deaths have been direct results of the military’s shootings involving political con-

flicts, and security measures. 

The forum studied the case of this young woman from Meikhtila township accordingly. 

Sophia (pseudonym) was a Muslim resident to Meikhtila township, and she was a 

Grade-7 student. Sophia was making friends more with other young girls than boys 

at her school, and showed a little interest in other young girls, she had not disclosed 

about her sexual orientation to her parents. According to one of her friends , Sophia 

was going through her stage of ‘questioning’ her sexual orientation.  

“On 10:57 A.M on March 27,2021, she was sitting in our yard… Then came a group of pro-

testors near our house…. Then the police threw gas bombs and shot guns at the pro-

testors to disperse them…. They began recklessly shooting at the residents’ houses… 

One of the bullets penetrated our wall to which Sophia as leaning against… Sophia 

was shot in her back, sustained a severe bullet wound and she died on the spot…”

 LHRI0807 – A (undisclosed) close relative of a victim 
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2. Torture or other cruel, inhumane, or degrading treatment or punishment  

LGBTQIAs are tortured and are subjected to other cruel, inhumane, or degrading treat-

ment or punishment either at the local security checkpoints, or during arrests, detentions, 

and interrogations. An in-depth analysis of 20 quantitative cases from Phase-1 and 8 qual-

itative cases from Phase-2 of this study shows that these torture and cruel treatments 

were used as a tool to instill fear and force the victims to admit guilty of the accused 

offenses. In the process, the victims are beaten on their faces and bodies; they are left 

under the hot sun for a prolonged period; they are stripped naked and spattered with ice 

water; pouring and dripping hot candle wax over the victims’ bodies; pulling of hair; and 

severe bodily harm such as beating the victims until they lose their teeth, etc.

Among such 20 cases, the forum conducted in-depth case studies and received testimo-

nies from the survivors of Yangon, Monywa, Mandalay, Pakokku, and Nyaungshwe town-

ships. Two of them have been highlighted in this report. 
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Pyae Pyae (pseudonym) is a 20-years-old gay man living in xx street, Painnekone 

quarter, Innsein township of Yangon. 

Pyae used to work for an online shopping business and is currently unemployed 

after having to leave the job following the economic crisis. 

Pyae was one of the active anti-military protestors and he was arrested around 

5:30 P.M on October 23, 2021. He was sent to investigation center shortly after. 

Pyae was under 18 and only a juvenile at the time of arrest. 

“As far as I remember, the perpetrator is Captain Htin Aung Kyaw, he’s between 

40-50 years… And he’s a part of the investigation team. They asked me to take my 

shirt off, and lay and prone on the ground. They pulled my hair. They squeezed my 

chests. And they poured and dripped hot candle wax on my skin and my body. 

I remember I was one of the many arrestees, who were arrested with political case 

too.

They seized and confiscated my home. My family had to go back to the village. And 

I was sent to so-called the ‘Youth Detention Center’ for one year.

I was also tortured and beaten at the center. Sometimes, they refused to give me 

any food or water. Torture and beating were worse when the center head and 

staff are drunk. 

If they were in bad mood, they would feed us spoiled food. 

They would also take away the stuffs that my family sent me.

I had bruises and ecchymosis because of their beating. 

It also rekindled my heart problem. I couldn’t do any heavy tasks anymore.

I remember being yelled at and harassed sexually by the co-center coordinator 

named ‘Lwin Moe Hein’. Head of Bago department named ‘Wai Phyo Maung’ was 

one of the torturers too. He would come around at 9 P.M. to the center at night for 

roll call and then forced us to assume a ‘Ponsan’  position.”

LHRI1501 – Gay, Yangon 
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The second case was from Monywa township of Sagaing region. 

Yee Gyi (pseudonym) is a 27-years-old gay with feminine gender expression. They live 

near a shopping center on Ohm Chan Yat Kannar road, Monywa township of Sagaing 

region. Yee Gyi is currently unemployed but a home-keeper at a house where they live 

together with their partner Ko Lin. 

Yee Gyi shared about their experience of arbitrary arrest and sexual violence by the 

military SAC and police as below. 

“The perpetrators are the members of the police force from No.1 Police Station located 

near Mya Sandar Cinema and Bogyoke Statue, on Kyay Yote road of Monywa town-

ship; and the military soldiers. 

Around 9:35 A.M. on July 24 of 2022, I was sitting in front of my house after coming back 

from the protest. Six un-uniformed police arrived at my house on three motorbikes. 

Without giving me any reasons but only saying they needed to ask me something, they 

handcuffed my hands behind my back. I was then taken to Monywa townhall investi-

gation center. There, they beat me in my face, and my abdomen. It was so excruciat-

ingly painful to the point where I couldn’t even breathe properly for a month without 

feeling the abdominal pain. And my face was totally unrecognizable with swellings, 

bruises and cuts. I still have some scars”, said Ye Gyi showing the marks on their fore-

head and chin.
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They continued, 

“And then, I was beaten nearly to death as they were showing me this photo on the 

phone and asking if it was me, and shouting at me with curse words.

From the point of detention, and the investigation and to the prison, I was beaten and 

punched everywhere all along. They also forced us to sit in ‘ponsan’ position.

While I was assuming a ponsan position, they would rip my clothes off, touch my 

breasts and buttocks, and rape me.”

Being a transgender woman in prison, I was taken advantage of – sexually. They un-

zipped their pants, and I was forced to suck their penises and sexually entertain them. 

If I said ‘I don’t want to’, I would be beaten. It was so sickening. 

When forcing me to do ‘ponsan’ position, they would also ask me to maintain a cow 

pose on my hands and legs, and then they would stick a baton into my anus and 

slapped my butt-cheek with it. And they wouldn’t let me scream.

 If I did, they would say, ‘Oh, so you don’t like this, but you like something else going in 

it, huh?’. 

(To be continued below)

LHRI0902 – Gay, Monywa township
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The following cases also involved this type of GVHR: 

 Case No. LHRI0601 – a 21-year-old bisexual man from Mandalay township. Around 

11 A.M on April 22 of 2022, the military soldiers in their trucks arrived in front of his house. 

They raided the apartment right above his in the same building to arrest members of the 

Students’ Union. The soldiers and police then raided their apartment too where he was 

punched in his face and beaten. In the incident, he lost one of his teeth. And the soldiers 

took away and confiscated his gold jewelry, along with some of his cash and the piggy 

bank where he saved his folded bank notes. 

 Case No. LHRI0901 – a 31-year-old transgender woman from Monywa township. She 

was arrested in November 2021. During the investigation at the townhall, she was severely 

beaten and tortured. She was also forced to strip naked and kneel on the sand and yell “I 

am a man” in front of all the other people. And her pictures were taken and circulated on 

social media with a caption saying ‘Thin Zar Wint Kyaw 2.0’ to embarrass her.

 Case No. LHRI1101 – a 27-year-old gay from Pakokku township. He was arrested 
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around 8:30 P.M. on March 29, 2021, while being stopped and checked by a group of 30 mil-

itary soldiers and patrol police. He was beaten, punched, and kicked with military boots. 

Without listening to any of his explanations, the perpetrators took him to the Pakokku 

Police Station. He was then charged, forced to admit guilt, and imprisoned for 5 months. 

 Case No. LHRI1502 – a 19-year-old gay from Yangon City. He was arrested at the 

Waibargi Police Station around 12:43 P.M. on February 23, 2023. He was beaten with an 

iron stick until he couldn’t walk anymore. During his 2-days detention, he was subjected to 

other tortures including electric shock. 

 Case No. LHRI1202 – a 25-year-old transgender woman from Nyaungshwe township. 

Around 9:28 P.M. on August 21, 2021, she was stopped at the entrance gate of the town by 

military soldiers and police. While checking her phone, they found some old pictures of 

her participating in the protests. She was heavily beaten with the police batons. 

These in-depth studies prove that the military is systematically and deliberately employ-

ing the tactics of torture and inhumane treatment and punishment not only during the 

investigations, and inside prisons but also out in the open society to rule the people with 

fear. 

According to both quantitative and qualitative cases, some GVHR cases involve rapes 

which are mainly associated with power abuse, and torture. Rape is being used as a 

weapon of torture against people, including LGBTQIA persons. 

Among the 7 rape cases studied, perpetrators have committed their crimes both indi-

vidually and in gang groups. The forum collected testimonies of survivors of rape from 

Monywa, Pakokku, Lashio, and Nyaungshwe township. 

3. Rape 

Not only Yee Gyi faced inhumane tortures, they were also subjected to rape and oth-

er sexual violence during the investigations. 

“I was also raped. Sometimes, they come alone. And sometimes, in gang.

As far as I remember, I was raped more than 5-6 times just during the interrogation. 

After that I was charged and prosecuted. And I was sent to the prison of No.1 Police 

Station. 

I was there for over 2 months. I was brutally tortured by the SAC soldiers during the 
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Dee Dee (LHRI0903), a transgender woman from Monywa, was also one of the arrestees 

and detainees at Monywa prison just like Yee Gyi, and she had faced similar individual 

and gang rapes, sexual abuses and violence. 

detention too. They would call me names, ‘A-Chauk (faggot)’ and sorts. 

They beat me and raped me. 

It was worse during night times when they were drunk. The abuses just kept on going 

and it was very horrifying to the point where I felt scared and afraid of the dark, not 

wanting the sun to go down – worrying if someone might come and torture me. And then 

of cause in the middle of my horror, they appeared again.  

That time in a group of 2-3. They strangled me and raped me. 

They used force so I couldn’t resist. And as I still feel sad just telling you about all this 

now. 

I even thought about committing suicide multiple times.”

“After detention, I was sentenced to prison. Of cause the similar hell awaited me. 

They forced me to masturbate them, suck their penises. All unspeakable things. 

Prison staffs, inmates were also among the perpetrators, besides the SAC soldiers and 

police. I was sexually abused like as if I was their prey. I don’t want to think about it ever 

again.

I have been released but with these horrible memories, I just feel like a bird with a chain 

on its feet. I don’t feel FREE.” 

Yee Gyi mentioned that although they had been set free, their experiences of sexual 

abuse and painful memories from the prison still haunted them to this day and had a 

severe psychological and emotional toll on them; and that they were still trying their 

best to reintegrate into the society. 

LHRI0902 – Gay, Monywa township
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Dee Dee was arrested earlier than Yee Gyi, and was sent to Monywa interrogation 

center. Dee Dee was arrested around 12:52 P.M. on June 25, 2021 by soldiers and po-

lice in civilian uniforms while she was sitting at the Monywa river bay.

“The perpetrators were the SAC soldiers and the police from No.1 Police. Station; and 

the prison staffs from Monwya prison.

After the arrest, I was in a detention for 3 months. I was raped there.

They forced me to suck their penises. And slapped my face while I was satisfying 

them…

It was worse during the night times. 

My friends who were detained together with me were also raped.

I could hear people screaming from other cells where they were being tortured. 

It was a literal hell. 

We were given only 3 minutes to shower. We could not pee or poop – we had to hold 

it in. We were under different kinds of torture. 

We couldn’t see our family. We couldn’t seek medical attention when sick. 

And I was in that hell for 1 year and 3 months. 

And likewise in prison. I was raped there. 

They forced me to stay still while they were raping me.

They penetrated my mouth with their penises, forcing me to do deep throat so many 

times to the point where I couldn’t even swallow food anymore and vomit. 

They forced me to pose a cow position and penetrated me from behind.

My anus ruptured and bled. And they wouldn’t stop. They keep doing it while I was 

bleeding there. And they threatened me, saying,

‘Stay still or else you’re going to get into a bigger trouble, you bitch’.

LHRI0903 – transgender woman, Monywa township
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Wah Wah (pseudonym) is a 24-years-old transgender woman living in No.XX, Dham-

maryone street, XX quarter, Pakokku township of Magway region. 

Wah Wah works as a make-up and beauty artist. 

One day, while Wah Wah was visiting Shwe Tann Tit village around 8:20 P.M., trying 

to date with a man, she was brought to the quiet northern part of the village where 

three other men awaited them. As she approached, she remembered that these 

men were notoriously known to be pro-military Pyusawhtee members. Although 

Wah Wah wanted to leave the place, she was threatened and forced to stay where 

the three men tied her up with a rope and raped her.

“The perpetrators were a total of four men, including him. Middle-aged.

They tied me up first, and then beat me. I noticed they were wearing thick boots, 

like the military’s as they kicked me. 

And then they raped me all the way they wanted since I was tied up and couldn’t 

move.

And then they threatened to kill me if I spoke about this to anyone. 

And then after they were done, they just left me tied up there.

At around 8 A.M the next morning, I saw a man passing by on his bike and I shouted 

for help. He helped me untie and from there I had to walked home alone.”

LHRI1102 – transgender woman, Pakokku township

The forum also found that SAC soldiers, police, and prison staffs were not the only per-

petrators on the list. Pyu-saw-htee members also commited acts of sexual violence and 

sexual abuse, just like in the case of a transgender woman from Pakokku township of 

Magway region. 
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Rape was also involved as a type of GVHR for the following cases.

 Case No. LHRI0401 – a 33-year-old transgender woman from Lashio township. While 

she was walking one day, she was stopped by SAC soldiers, and forced her to come to-

gether with them to the police station without letting her say anything. On the way to the 

police station, she was raped and then released. 

 Case No. LHRI0904 – a 27-year-old transgender woman from Monywa township. At 

past 4 P.M on August 11 of 2022, she was passing in front of an Economic bank. She was 

stopped and checked by the SAC soldiers. Swiftly, she was taken to the nearby sand site 

where she was forced to such their penises and raped. The soldiers then fingered her 

anus with the sand, followed by their repetitive rapes. She was released at around 2 A.M. 

the next morning.  

 Case No. LHRI1201 – a 23-year-old transgender woman from Nyaungshwe township. 

When she was going to the local police station to bail her arrested transgender women 

friends, the police abused their power and blackmailed her, asking sex as a payment for 

the release of her friends. She was raped and suffered from anal bleeding. (Detailed tes-

timony below)

4. Other sexual violence and abuses 

According to 22 quantitative cases, some LGBTQIAs are still subjected to sexual violence 

that does not constitute as rape. Most cases involved acts of sexual harassment, sexual 

exploitation and non-consensual sexual advancements where the survivors were forced 

to show their body parts; got their breasts and buttocks touched; and penetrating their 

anal organs with objects ect. 

Among such cases, the forum collected in-depth testimonies from survivors of Shwebo, 

Nyaungshwe and Mandalay township during Phase-2 of the study. 

Lin Lin (pseudonym) is a 23-year-old transgender woman living in Nyaung Shwe 

township of Southern Shan State. 

Having a feminine gender expression, discrimination has touched Lin Lin’s life since 

her childhood – within her family and in the school where she learned. 

Lin Lin was one of the victims who lost their jobs amidst the cutting down of human 
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resources by most corporate businesses and employers following the economic cri-

sis after the military coup. Lin Lin has only sustained a high school education with 

no college or university degree, making it extremely challenging for her to apply for 

new jobs. In one case, Lin Lin was physically harassed by the government staff while 

she was at a local police station and township administration department to obtain 

a recommendation letter to apply for a new job. “They touched my chest and butt. 

It was disgusting and embarrassing”, said Lin Lin. 

One day, Lin Lin was informed that one of her friends who participated in the pro-

test had been arbitrarily arrested by the police. Lin Lin shared her experience of 

sexual exploitation and power abuse by the police accordingly. 

“We actively participated in the anti-military protests. Back then, situations were 

very terrible because of the police crackdowns and arrests of the protestors. Unfor-

tunately, one of my friends got arrested and while I was going to the police station 

to mediate the situation and bail her out, the police looked at me top to bottom and 

straight to my face, they asked me to sleep with them for one day to free my friend.”

“Back then, the local prison, Taung Lay Lone prison, was very notorious like Insein 

prison, for inhumane treatments and tortures against the prisoners. If a group of 

protestors get arrested, they would kill and cut open the chest of one of the mem-

bers and make the rest of the prisoners watch until they finally admit guilty. They 

would twist and pluck out the prisoners’ nails with pliers. And I thought to myself, 

‘every life is worth saving; and in this case, my friend’… 

So, I finally had to give what they wanted.”

“And this incident was happened around 2:15 P.M on March 20, 2021. I don’t know the 

exact age of the perpetrators but they’re probably over 35 or something. They are 

from Nyaungshwe police station”, she added.

“When they were having intercourse, they used not only their genitals but also their 

fingers, and sticks. I had anal bleeding because of that.”

LHRI1201 – transgender woman, Nyaungshwe township
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A transgender woman from Shwebo township also testified to the forum accordingly

Naing Naing (pseudonym) is a 31-years-old transgender woman. She lives in Kyauk-

myaung township, Shwebo district of Sagaing region. She is a self-employed woman. 

“When I was crossing the Yadanar Theinga bridge from Kyaukmyaung to Sintgu, there 

was a security checkpoint at the entrance of the bridge. The checkpoint was occupied 

by SAC soldiers, and un-uniformed Pyusawhtee members. And as I was crossing the 

bridge at around 1 P.M. on October 17, 2022, I was stopped and checked by them.

And then since I was a trans and had the figure of a woman, they began touching and 

squeezing my chests and butts. They were nagging me without letting me go. 
And then they asked me to come along with 

them to the tent behind and I was sexually har-

assed in there.”

LHRI1304 – transgender woman, Shwebo town-

ship
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According to qualitative cases, a total of 8 cases involved confiscations and destruction 

of properties. For the respondents of this study, this type of GVHR mainly involved – being 

extorted of their money, or other valuable belongings including gold and jewelry – by the 

members of the security forces including SAC soldiers and police; and in some cases, 

even burning down of the survivors’ houses in an arson. 

During phase-2, the forum collected testimonies for these GVHR cases from the survivors 

from Kaukpadaung, Monywa, Shwebo and Mandalay. 

5. Confiscations and destructions of properties 

Sexual harassment was also involved in another case from Mandalay.

 Case No. LHRI0502 – a 28-year-old pansexual transgender man from Mandalay. 

Around 2:46 P.M. on December 27, 2022, while he was traveling to Myingyan township, he 

was stopped and checked at the security checkpoint at the entrance of the town. Since 

he had already had his top surgery and looked too suspicious to be reckoned as a woman 

as shown in his ID card which described him as a ‘female’; the police thoroughly touched 

and examined his chest and asked him to unzip his pants and show his genitals to prove 

that he has a female body. 

Hnin Hnin (pseudonym) is a 41-years-old transgender woman residing in Monywa town-

ship of conflict-affected Sagaing region. She works for a local civil society organiza-

tion. 

Ever since she was young, she has never been estranged to discrimination – from edu-

cation to healthcare services. After the coup, there was less developmental projects 

for the community due to security reasons, and her low-paying volunteer works could 

no longer help her make ends meet. 

Hnin Hnin mentioned that it was becoming more difficult to work for her community 

since she was being threatened with life endangerment at the justice departments. 

Hnin Hnin shared about her experience of getting her properties destroyed by pro-mil-

itary supporters accordingly. 
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“At midnight on January 8th of 2022, a group of pro-military supporters came to our ward 

along with the ward administrators and set our house on fire. They didn’t let us cross to 

the other streets, or other wards. They forced us to open our gates.

And then they went into our house, took ten packets of rice – each weighing 48 kg. 

And they took one TECNO mobile phone, one 2020 model ACER laptop, and some cash. 

We couldn’t stop them, and we dared not since they were armed, they just took them 

away in plain sight. All of our savings were gone.

And then they torched our house on fire to which we had to stand and watch and do 

absolutely nothing since they did not let us extinguish the fire.”

“And where are we supposed to go and report this, since so-called justice keepers are 

the perpetrators themselves.”

LHRI0905 – transgender woman, Monywa township
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The forum also received a testimony about a similar case from a survivor in Shwebo 

township. 

Nini (pseudonym) is a 28-year-old transgender woman, a resident of Shwebo town-

ship. 

Nini has attained a high school education and is currently self-employed, working at 

her beauty salon. 

Shwebo is one of the townships in the Sagaing region, which has seen powerful re-

sistance against the military coup and has faced suppression by the military opera-

tions. The military regime has burnt down hundreds of villages around Shwebo town-

ship, displacing many civilians. 

Undeniably, Nini herself is also one of those displaced persons. The military light in-

fantry has torched her home, among many others, twice for her active participation 

in the anti-military local resistance. 

She shared her experience accordingly. 

“All of my savings that I’ve saved up for years and years are all gone in a flash. All the 

supplies I’ve stocked up for my salon have burnt into ashes. I lost my concrete build-

ing during the first arson. Back then, I had to run away, flee, and go into hiding be-

cause of all the worrying situations. After a while, things settled down a bit and then 

I came back to my home and built a tent to live in, only to be burnt down again the 

second time. I lost all my belongings to the fire again, even my rice cooker and kitch-

en wares. I couldn’t save anything from both fires. Now, I am homeless, and with the 

situation still heated, I am living and hiding in the forest with others. I cannot work. 

My life is in the dark, my future is ruined.” 

LHRI1305 – transgender woman, Shwebo township
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The forum also collected the following testimonies which involved this type of GVHR. 

 Case No. LHRI0301 – a 29-year-old gay man from Kyaukpadaung township. When 

the SAC members and police raided his home, searching for him, they broke his wardrobe 

and dressers and took away his jewelries and some cash as they did not find him at his 

house. 

 Case No. LHRI1301 – a 28-year-old transgender woman from Shwebo township. Around 

11:30 A.M. on 2022 March 26, the military SAC launched an air strike against Ywarthar vil-

lage of Khin Oo township in Sagaing with heavy artilleries. Her home was one of many 

houses that were burned down and destroyed. 

 Case No. LHRI1303 – a 28-year-old transgender woman from Shwebo township. 

Around 4:15 P.M. on 2022 March 10, the military SAC launched an air strike against Kyisu 

village of Ye Oo township in Sagaing. Her home was one of many houses burnt down and 

destroyed. 
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 Case No. LHRI0601 – a 21-year-old bisexual man from Mandalay township. (Afore-

mentioned case) His gold jewelries, cash and piggy bank were confiscated during raiding 

and arrest.

6. Arbitrary arrests 

LGBTQIA persons are also among many people being arrested arbitrarily in Myanmar. Ac-

cording to AAPP, a total of 15 people were recorded as LGBTQIAs among people arrested 

up to March 2023.  

In practice, since there can be people who have not disclosed openly about their SOGI-

ESC, the actual number of LGBTQIAs being arbitrarily arrested can be bigger. 

In this study alone, the forum could record a total of 22 cases of LGBTQIAs being arbitrar-

ily arrested (but most of them have been released). During hase-2, the forum studied cas-

es of LGBTQIA arbitrary arrests from Pakokku, Taunggyi, Monywa, Myitkyina, Mahlaing, 

Mandalay, Mawlamyine, Meikhtila, Monywa, Shwebo and Yangon townships accordingly. 

Ye Ye is a 27-years-old transgender woman from Pakokku township of Magway 

region. 

Ye Ye testified her experience of arbitrary arrest as below.  

At 8:30 P.M. on 2021 March 28, middle-aged (between 18-35 years old) soldiers and 

police came to shop where Ye Ye was working, looking for her brother. When they 

asked and her brother was not present, Ye Ye and two other employees were tak-

en and arrested instead. They were sent to interrogation unit shortly after.

Sine Ye Ye has a transitioned body of a woman; she was asked to lift her shirt and 

show her breasts. The soldiers and police then laughed at her, saying ‘You want 

to get fucked in the ass? Tell us where your brother is’. She was beaten and kicked 

while being asked. 

“They punched me in my face… Beat me with a stick…At least 7 of them… They take 

turns to torture me… The two employees arrested together with me were released 

after bribing them 10 lakhs of money. And since I couldn’t afford that amount, I was 

charged with 505 (A), and (C) , and was imprisoned for 8 months. I was released on 

pardon afterwards.”

LHRI1103 – Transgender woman, Pakokku township
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Ko Phyo (pseudonym) is a 36-years-old gay. He lives in XX street, XX quarter, Taunggyi 

township of Southern Shan State. 

Ko Phyo is a post-graduate and is self-employed currently. 

Ko Phyo shared about his experience of arbitrary arrest and torture by the SAC sol-

diers and police while participating in the anti-coup protest. 

“It was around noon on 2021 March 3rd . I was arrested when protesting near Nilar 

Yoma Gas Pump. When I was arrested, they beat me with a thick wooden stick, about 

4 feet long.  

I remember them saying, ‘Tell us the truth, you son of a bitch, or else you are going to 

die’ as I was being beaten heavily. And then I was taken to No.1 Taunggyi Police Station. 

They were sending me back and forth to the interrogation room and the detention cell. 

I was under severe torture during investigation for about 3 days.

On MRTV , my picture of the news depicting that I was found with explosives and ar-

rested for arson. My whole face was swollen from all the beating.

 They won’t even let us drink any water during the investigation. I could have food and 

water only when I was sent to Taung Lay Lone prison. They confiscated everything, my 

jacket, my phone, and my eyeglasses. They didn’t let me wear eyeglass. 
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I was charged with 505(A) and sentenced to prison. I was sent to Taung Lay Lone pris-

on.  

In the prison, I was also verbally abused and threatened.

‘You better behave or I will have my man gang rape you’, like that. I was always mistreat-

ed and bullied for being LGBT. I was released from Taung Lay Lone in November 2022”

CHRI1401 – Gay, Taunggyi

The forum also studied the following cases involving arbitrary arrests of LGBTQIAs per-

sons.

• Case No. LHRI1002 – a 34-year-old transgender woman from Myitkyina township. At 

12:00 P.M. sharp on 2021 March 4, as soldiers from Northern Regional Military Command 

Headquarter arrived near Myitkyina University in Sitarpu Quarter to establish base in-

side the University, they clashed with local police and caused a commotion. While she 

was standing outside of her beauty salon and watching the commotion, she was, for 

no reason, arrested by the police and charged under 505 (D). She was then pardoned 

and released after 7 months, after signing a legal commitment.

• Case No. LHRI0502 – a 35-year-old transgender woman from Mahlaing township. She 

was arrested at around 10:00 A.M on 2021 July 24 when the military arrived at the No,5 

quarter she was living in. She was forced to kneel, raise both of her arms and investi-

gated. 

• Case No. LHRI0701 – a 25-year-old gay from Mawlamyine township. He was charged 

under 505 for participating in the CDM, and was arrested around 10 A.M. on 2021 Octo-

ber 23 by the SAC soldiers and police. His phone, laptop were confiscated. When the 

perpetrators found out that he was gay, he was slapped, beaten and tortured. He was 

also verbally abused by the perpetrators. 

• Case No. LHRI0702 – a 36-year-old gender non-binary queer from Mawlamyine town-

ship. On 2022 April 10, while they were on a business trip to Zinkyike township, she was 

involved as a third-party to a fight her friend had with other random strangers. When 

they were all brought to the police station and as she was tyring to mediate the situa-

tion for her friend, she was arbitrarily arrested by the soldiers just because she was the 

only transgender woman who looked suspicious. She was detained for one whole night 
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and was released after bribing the police and prosecutors with 50,000 MMK. 

• Case No. LHRI0801 – a 22-year-old transgender woman from Meikhtila township. While 

she was participating in the anti-coup protest along with ‘We Love LGBT’ Yangon 

group on 2021 February 27, she was arrested that day at around 11:00 A.M when around 

100 police cracked down and dispersed the protest group. She was sent to the inves-

tigation shortly after. 

• Case No. LHRI0803 – a 26-year-old bisexual man from Meikhtila township. He was on 

the military’s wanted list so he was in hiding. One day, a group of ‘Dalan’  arrived with 

sticks and swords to a quarter where he was hiding. When these people began light-

ing firecrackers to cause a commotion, he went outside to have a look. He was then 

chased and arrested at one corner of a roadblock, along with his friend. He was inves-

tigated for 3 days and was imprisoned for one and a half years. 

• Case No. LHRI0804 – a 28-year-old gay man from Meikhtila township. When he was in-

formed about his friend’s arrest in Mandalay township, he traveled to Mandalay and 

as he arrived at the entrance of the city around 11:00 A.M. on June 12, 2021, a group of 

police and soldiers captured him, beat him and arrested him.

• Case No. LHRI0901 – a 31-year-old transgender woman from. Monywa township. A group 

of police raided her house on November 12, 2021 and she was arrested and brought to 

No.2 Police station located in Nandawon quarter. Police officers from that police sta-

tion beat and tortured her.

• Case No. LHRI1302 – a 30-year-old gay man from Shwebo township. He was first arrest-

ed for youths suspiciously gathering. And the second arrest was around 5:30 P.M on 

2022 September 16 when he was riding a motorbike with one other male friend. They 

were arrested and brought to No.3 Shwebo Police Station. 

• Case No. LHRI1502 – an 18-year-old gay man from Yangon township. (Aforementioned 

case). 

• Case No. LHRI0902 – a 27-year-old gay man from Monywa township. (Aforementioned 

case). 

• Case No. LHRI0903 – a 22-year-old transgender woman from Monywa township. (Afore-

mentioned case). 

• Case No. LHRI1101 – a 27-year-old gay man from Pakokku township. (Aforementioned 

case).

• Case No. LHRI0601 – a 21-year-old bisexual man from Mandalay. (Aforementioned case).
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Soe Soe (pseudonym) is a 36-years-old non-binary woman with effeminate gender 

expression. They live in XX quarter and makes their living by making and selling tradi-

tional snacks. 

Soe Soe was traveling to Zinkyike township on April 10 of 2022 for a business. When she 

arrived, her friend was having a fight with random strangers and as she was trying to 

media the situation, the group was reported to the police and the police broght them 

all to the station. Soe Soe further testified about her experience of extortion accord-

ingly. 

“It was at night around 8 PM, on April 10, 2022, before Water Festival holidays. I was 

having an appointment with a friend in Zinkyike so I was traveling there. 

And as I arrived there, my friend was having a fight with some people. 

And then I was trying to intercept and stop them. It didn’t work and the case got big-

ger and we all had to go to the police station to resolve.

And when we arrived at the stations, all the eyes were on me – being a transgender 

woman.

And apparently for no reason, I was handcuffed and arrested in the middle of this. 

I heard the police chief saying, ‘these nerve-wrecking imbeciles, probably fighting over 

‘tha-nge’ 

And then I was put inside a detention cell,  I had to stay there for one night. And they 

said, 

“Give us the tea-money 50,000 MMK and we’ll let you go with a signed commitment. 

7. Illegal taxations and extortions

According to quantitative data, LGBTQIAs experienced numerous counts of illegal taxa-

tion a.k.a extortion of money in 6 cases; and the perpetrators were mainly SAC soldiers, 

police and prison authorities. 

The forum studied 2 cases from Mawlamyine township for this type of GVHR in Phase-2 

as below. 
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Or else, you are going to poke a bigger bear”. I had to borrow money from someone at 

the police station, and give it to them since I didn’t have any cash with me.

And as I was signing the legal commitment, they threatened, 

“You whores must not go outside after 8 P.M to find sex partners at night. 

Or else you all are going to jail”. 

LHRI0702 – Non-binary queer, Mawlamyine township

 Case No. LHRI0701 – a 25-year-old gay from Mawlamyine township. (Aforementioned 

case). His parents also had to bribe tens of lakhs of MMK to the police for his release. 
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3.2.2 Aftermath of the GVHR experiences 

When the interviewees were asked whether they had opened up and told someone about 

their experiences, over half of them mentioned that they had. 

Figure 3.24 – Interviewee’s status of disclosure about their experiences to some other people

It was found that the interviewees had opened up about their experiences of GVHR most-

ly to their close friends, their colleagues, brothers/sisters, parents and relatives. 

Nearly all (95%) of the respondents, however, did not report their case to the justice au-

thorities to take actions against the perpetrators. 

In further questioning the respondents about the reasons behind this, it was found ac-

cordingly. 

Disclosure of their experiences to someone

54.8

Yes No
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Figure 3.25 – Respondents’ reasons for not reporting their GVHR case

Interviewed LGBTQIAs did not want to report their GVHR case to the justice authorities 

for some reasons including – fear of revenge and retaliation by the perpetrators during 

the current state of un-ruling of law inside the country; not having any trust in the coun-

try’s justice system; no one to help them with case-filing and litigation; and not wanting to 

go to courts/willingness to avoid litigation. 

Other reasons mainly included – respondents knowing no actions would be taken against 

the perpetrators at the hands of the junta’s appointed judiciary staff even if they report-

ed; and the sense that litigation might even be riskier for them. 
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Chapter 4 – Conclusion and Recommendations 

4.1 Conclusion 

This study revealed that political, economic, administrative, justice and public services/

government sector are the sectors with most increased discrimination against LGBTQIAs 

after the coup. 

Furthermore, it was found that 32% of 210 LGBTQIAs studied (67 LGBTQIAs) are victims 

of gross violations of human rights (GVHR) such as – arbitrary arrests; torture and other 

inhumane, degrading punishment or treatment; rape; other sexual harassment and vi-

olence; confiscation and/or destruction of properties; illegal taxation or extortion; and 

extrajudicial killings. It was also found that GVHR cases are occurring more in the con-

flict-affected areas such as Sagaing and Magway regions. 

In general, rights of LGBTQIAs in Myanmar are largely being infringed and disenfranchised 

– including their right to education, freedom of movement, right to privacy and security, 

right to property, freedom of assembly and expression, freedom from discrimination, right 

to equality, freedom from torture, right to equality before the law, freedom from arbitrary 

arrest and right to fair trials. 

In conclusion, the report indicates an urgent need to widely and thoroughly document the 

human rights violations faced by LGBTQIAs in Myanmar; to establish a practical mecha-

nism to redress the instances of their human rights violations; and to end the impunity of 

the Myanmar military and to bring the perpetrators to justice. 
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4.2.1 Legal Recommendations 

 Draft and enact a comprehensive Federal Democratic Constitution which includes 

‘sexual orientation, gender identity, gender expression and sex characteristics’ as a pro-

tected characteristics from discrimination. 

 Repeal Penal Code Section 377 to decriminalize consensual same-sex relations and 

amend Section 375 to criminalize same-sex rapes, and rapes against LGBTQIAs persons. 

Section 377 must be repealed or at the bare minimum amended to meet Myanmar’s in-

ternational human rights obligations because it violates the non-discrimination principle, 

the right to equality before the law and equal protection of the law without discrimina-

tion, as well as the rights to liberty and security of person and to private life, among other 

rights, and contributes to the stigmatization and marginalization of LGBTI people. This 

lends false legitimacy to the anti-LGBTI prejudice common throughout Myanmar’s crimi-

nal justice system.

 To reform vague and discriminatory laws including but not limited to Section 35 of 

the 1945 Police Act and Section 30 of the 1899 Rangoon Police Act. 

The ruling government should review and repeal or reform vaguely provisioned laws that 

invite discriminatory applications, especially where such laws enable arrests to be made 

solely based on prejudice, discrimination, etc. on SOGIESC grounds; and police brutali-

ty. Specifically, Section 35 of the Police Act 1945, Section 30 of the Rangoon Police Act 

1899 (the so-called Shadow laws and Darkness laws) are legal provisions that should be 

amended or repealed as a matter of priority. 

 To consult with the civil society actors and stakeholders to ensure that the poli-

cy-makers and legislators consider the rights of the people with different sexual orienta-

tion, gender identity and expressions and sex characteristics in developing and enacting 

all forms of domestic legislations.

4.2 Recommendations 
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4.2.2 Stakeholder Recommendations 
1. To the National Unity Government of Myanmar (NUG) 

– Make continuous efforts to gain legitimacy of NUG and ratify core international 

human rights treaties including ICCPR, CAT, CERD, and Rome Statue. Draft and enact 

relevant legislations to effectively implement these treaties at the national level.

– To fully cooperate with United Nations’ bodies and mechanisms, including the spe-

cial rapporteurs. 

– Following the abolishment of the 2008 Constitution, draft and enact a comprehen-

sive Federal Democracy Constitution which protects LGBTQIAs in accord with the inter-

national human rights standards.

– Ensure policies within the ministries of NUG are gender-responsive and gender-in-

clusive; and cooperate and collaborate with LGBTQIAs civil societies in doing so. 

– Empower ministerial staffs at different levels with knowledge and awareness on 

SOGIESC through provisions of trainings either by itself or with the assistance of LGBT-

QIAs civil society organizations. 

2. To the civil society organizations 

– For both local and international human rights organizations working on Myanmar 

issues to include issues of LGBTQIA human rights issues in their relevant projects. 

– For gender organizations to bring meaningful and inclusive gender movement as a 

whole by not overlooking and by including issues of LGBTQIA rights within their scopes of 

work. 

– To consider LGBTQIAs as one of the vulnerable key populations in providing human-

itarian and other assistance in Myanmar and promote and ensure their access to these 

aids and assistances. 

– To improve Myanmar LGBTQIAs’ access to psycho-social supports in and outside of 

the country. 

– To include LGBTQIAs people as one of the key populations in the documentation 

works that would contribute to the transitional justice in Myanmar. 
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3. To development support partners 

– Domestic and international development partners should ensure inclusion of LG-

BTQIA communities in programs and ensure grassroots LGBTQIA organizations have eq-

uitable access to technical and financial support. 

– Community development partners should ensure that LGBTQIA persons are consid-

ered and included through established gender quota as key population for engagement; 

and they, therefore, should be consulted and included in every step of the process and 

project cycle – including from design, implementation, and monitoring and evaluation, to 

ensure sustainability of their projects, and ensure services delivered by relevant projects 

are accessible to LGBTQIA persons and organizations.

– To provide much-needed technical and financial support for LGBTQIAs organiza-

tions in Myanmar especially during these unprecedented times. 

– To provide civil society organizations working on LGBTQIA issues, including the Na-

tional Unity Government, necessary supports to end impunity of the Myanmar military 

and bring the perpetrators to justice through international human rights mechanisms. 

4. To international organizations including the United Nations 

– To actively listen to the voices of the people in Myanmar, and acknowledge their 

lived experiences of gross violations of human rights; to no longer see the issue of My-

anmar as an internal affair, but rather as a threat to democracy all over the world; and 

therefore, make robust, comprehensive, and undelayedly efforts to bring Myanmar back 

onto its path of democracy. 

– To officially recognize the National Unity Government (NUG) as the one and only 

legitimate government of Myanmar. 

– Put pressures to end impunity of the Myanmar military and their war crimes and 

crimes against humanity in Myanmar; and bring perpetrators to justice through interna-

tional human rights mechanisms. 

– Increase collaborative efforts to impose meaningful sanctions against the military 

in order to decrease their perpetuation of human rights crisis. 
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Annex A – Sample survey questionnaire
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Annex B – Sample Interview Case Form 
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Annex C – ENDNOTES
1.    Data from UN Population Division. Available at https://statisticstimes.com/demo-

graphics/country/myanmar-demographics.php 

2.    According to the average % of LGBTQ populations across 27 countries – info by 

LGBT+ Pride 2021 Global Survey. Available at: https://www.ipsos.com/sites/default/

files/ct/news/documents/2021-06/LGBT%20Pride%202021%20Global%20Survey%20

Report_3.pdf 

3.    Myitkyina Case - https://www.facebook.com/odditiesbyauro/posts/pfbid02Y-

hc4zH31d4rr7oX8BjrcuMzyGP5E So7FxubNkxV7rroJD1 eEehq84MepviQbhx5Yl. 

Mawlamyine Case - https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?sto ry_fbid=pf-

bid02hay6SfdUbmbMH4K2mXENUj5KWnvSAnM1jjUsmxuo4N4DoF9ZGiB9bNcpZtvbY-

Qivl&id=100013181103071

4.    https://mohr.nugmyanmar.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/LGBTIQ-Situa-

tion-June-30-2021-final.pdf 

5.    https://mowyca.nugmyanmar.org/en/abuse-of-lgbti-communities-wide-

spread-in-post-coup-myanmar/ 

6.    In Section 348, it is prescribed that “citizens shall not be discriminated against 

based on “race, birth, religion, official position, status, culture, sex and wealth." Nota-

bly absent from this list is discrimination based on the sexual orientation and gender 

identity of Myanmar citizens, indirectly implying that state can discriminate its citi-

zens based on sexual orientation and gender identity.

7.    “377. Whoever voluntarily has carnal intercourse against the order of nature with 

any man, woman or animal shall be punished with imprisonment for a term of twenty 

years, or with imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to ten 

years, and shall also be liable to fine. Explanation – Penetration is sufficient to consti-

tute the carnal intercourse necessary to the offence described in this section.” It is 

generally understood – and perhaps more importantly enforced by law enforcement 

agencies, as a prohibition on consensual same-sex sexual relations. It is used as a 

tool of oppression, even without formal charges by abusing its provisions. The pros-

ecution must prove beyond reasonable doubt that: (i) The accused had carnal inter-
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course with a man, woman or animal; (ii) That such intercourse was against the order 

of nature; (iii) That the accused did the act voluntarily; (iv) That there was penetra-

tion. 

8.    Section 312 (A) and (B) similarly states that – “Whoever intentionally does steriliza-

tion by surgery to a [woman in 312(A) and man in 312(B) respectively] shall, unless such 

sterilization is certified by the Board appointed by the Government in this to be nec-

essary for reasons of physical or mental health, be punished with imprisonment for 

a term which may extend to three years, and shall also be liable to fine.” Section 312 

(C) states that – “Whoever voluntarily allows oneself to be sterilized by surgery, unless 

such sterilization is certified by the Board appointed by Government on this behalf to 

be necessary for reasons of physical or mental health, shall be punished with impris-

onment for a term which may extend to three years, and shall also be liable to fine” 

9.    Section 320 of the Penal Code criminalizes the act o f “emasculation” and fails to 

include an elaborate definition on the term, threatening mainly transgender women. 

x.    Section 35 of the 1945 Police Act states that: (a) Any person found armed with any 

dangerous or offensive instrument whatsoever, who is unable to give a satisfactory 

account of his reasons for being so armed; (b) Any reputed thief found between sun-

set and sunrise remaining or loitering in any bazaar, street, road, yard, thoroughfare 

or other place, who is unable to give a satisfactory account of himself; (c) Any person 

found between sunset and sunrise having his face covered or otherwise disguised, 

who is unable to give a satisfactory account of himself; (d) Any person found within 

the precincts of any dwelling-house other building whatsoever, or in any back-drain-

age space, on board any vessel, without being able satisfactorily to account for his 

presence therein; and (e) Any person having in his possession, without lawful excuse, 

any implement of housebreaking, may be taken into custody by any police-officer 

without a warrant, and shall be punishable on conviction with imprisonment for a 

term which may extend to three months. Section 30 of the Rangoon Police Act 1899 

states: Apprehension and punishment of reputed thieves and others. 30. (a) Any per-

son found armed with any dangerous or offensive instrument whatsoever, and who is 

unable to give a satisfactory account of his reasons for being so armed;(b) any re-

puted thief found between sunset and sunrise lying or loitering in any bazaar, street, 
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road, yard, thoroughfare or other place, who shall not give a satisfactory account of 

himself;(c) any person found between sunset and sunrise having his face covered or 

otherwise disguised and who is unable to give a satisfactory account of himself;(d) 

any person found within the precincts of any dwelling-house or other building what-

soever, or in any back-drainage space, or on board any vessel, without being able 

satisfactorily to account for his presence therein; and (e) any person having in his 

possession, without lawful excuse, any implement of house-breaking, – may be taken 

into custody by any police-officer without a warrant, and shall be liable to imprison-

ment which may extend to three months.

x1.    “Anyone who, at the public roads, public spaces, regular public pedestrian lanes, or 

at seeable and hearable distant house, building, room, aquatic vehicle or land vehi-

cle, (A) Solicits verbally or physically or shamelessly by exposing one’s physique or 

genitals or in any other forms; or  (B)  Interferes, prevents or wandering near-by or 

persuades someone to engage in prostitution; - Shall be punished with hard 

labour and imprisoned for no less than 1 years or more than 3 years. If the perpetrator 

is a woman, she shall be detained and imprisoned at a prescribed center as a punish-

ment. This section threatens LGBTIQA sex workers. 

x1i.    In the following bill, “women” is defined as “a human female regardless of any ages”. 

Such definition is vague and not inclusive of women based on sexual orientation or 

gender identity, especially LBTQ women. Enactment of this bill with no further revi-

sion to the definition of “women” to be more inclusive would be in direct violation of 

the rights of LBTQ women citizens in Myanmar.

x1i.    The Ward/Village Tract Administration Law recently amended by the military SAC 

includes provisions requiring mandatory guest registrations for every household, 

which restricts right to privacy and freedom of movement for LGBTIQA persons. 

x1v.    State defamation; Section 505 (A) to (D); Section 144; Counter-terrorism Law, Article 

50, 52 etc. 

xv.    Section 24(E) reads “There shall be no discrimination on the grounds of sex, sexual 

orientation or gender identity, traditions, cultures, religion or belief, race, language, 

disability or any other physical and psychological status in implementing this policy.”

xvi.    Chapter 1, Section 1, sub-section (xxi) defines discrimination as “discrimination 
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based on citizenship, race, ethnicity, social origin, color, sex, language, religion or 

belief, designation, standards, culture, rich or poor, disability, politics or sexual orien-

tation”

xvii.     Ministries of the National Unity Government (NUG) of Myanmar: https://en.wikipe-

dia.org/wiki/National_Unity _Government_of_Myanmar 

xviii.    MoWYCA: PSHEA Policy (March 2023) specifies protection of women, children, 

youths and LGBTQIAs against any form of SHEA (under Section.7 Code of Conduct).  

Available at: https://mowyca.nugmyanmar.org/en/mowyca-pshea-policy/ 

xix.    International Covenant on Economic, Social And Cultural Rights (ICESCR), entered 

into force 3 January 1976, Myanmar signed in 16 July 2015 and ratified on 6 October 

2017.

xx.    The Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women 

(CEDAW), entered into force 3 September 1981, Myanmar acceded on 22 July 1997. 

xxi.    The Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC), entered into force, 2 September 

1990, Myanmar acceded on 15 July 1991.

xxii.     The Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CPD), entered into force 

3 May 2008, Myanmar acceded on 7 December 2011.

xxiii.    International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR) :  https://

www.ohchr.org/en/professionalinterest/pages/cescr.aspx

xxiv.    International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR) :  

https://www.ohchr.org/en/professionalinterest/pages/cescr.aspx

xxv.    International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR) :  https://

www.ohchr.org/en/professionalinterest/pages/cescr.aspx

xxvi.   Article 2, Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against 

Women, United Nations, Treaty Series vol. 1249, p 13.

xxvii.  Article 2, Convention on the Rights of the Child, United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 

1577, p. 3.

xxviii.  Transforming our world : https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/post2015/trans-

forming ourworld 

xxix.    Myanmar introduced Myanmar Sustainable Development Plan (MSDP) : https://

bandapost. org/wp-content/uploads/pdf/Myanmar%20Sustainable%20Develop-
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ment%20Plan%202018-2030%20[EN].pdf

xxx.   LHRD1201, LHRD1202, LHRD1203, LHRD1207 – Nyaungshwe Township. LHRD0903, 

LHRD0906, LHRD0907, LHRD0908, LHRD0911 – Monywa township. LHRD1512, LHRD1514 – 

Yangon City. 

xxxi.   LHRD0102 – Chauk township. LHRD1213 – Nyaungshwe Township. 

xxxii.   LHRD0814, LHRD0815 – Meikhtila township. LHRD1103 – Pakokku township.  

xxxiii.   LHRD1515 – Yangon City.  

xxxiv.   LHRD0910 – Monwya township.  

xxxv.   LHRD1215 – Nyaungshwe township. LHRD0410 – Lashio township. LHRD1010 – Myitkyi-

na township. 

xxxvi.   LHRD1412 (Transman) – Taunggyi city.  

xxxvii.  A total of 17 data cases including LHRD1206, LHRD1208, LHRD1212 – Nyaungshwe 

township.  LHRD1411- Taunggyi City. 

xxxviii.   LHRD0703, LHRD0706 – Mawlamyine township. LHRD0902, LHRD0904 – Monywa 

township. LHRD1505,  LHRD1513 – Yangon city.  LHRD1401, LHRD1402 – Taunggyi city. 

LHRD1101 – Pakokku township.  

xxxix.   LHRD0308 – Kayukpadaung township. LHRD0104 – Chauk township. LHRD1402 – 

Taunggyi city. LHRD1210 – Nyaungshwe township.  

xl.   PDF is an acronym for People’s Defense Force. People’s Defense Force is an umbrel-

la term for three types of armed groups that have emerged since the coup: PDFs, 

Local Defense Forces (LDFs) and People’s Defense Teams )PaKhaPha/PDTs). As a 

whole, PDF is the armed wing of the National Unity Government (NUG) of Myanmar, a 

shadow civilian government.

xli.   LHRD0717 (Non-binary) – Mawlamyine township. LHRD0904 (Transwoman)၊ 

LHRD0906 (Transwoman) – Monywa township. LHRD0415 (Transman) – Lashio town-

ship.  

xlii.   LHRD0903 (Transwoman), LHRD0909 (Transwoman), LHRD0910 (Transwoman), 

LHRD0913 (Gay) – Monywa township.  

xliii.   LHRD0908 (Transwoman), LHRD0915 (Gay) – Monwya township. LHRD0405 (Trans-

man) – Lashio township. LHRD1201 (Transwoman) – Nyaungshwe township. LHRD1101 

(Transwoman) – Pakokku township. LHRD0613 (Transwoman) – Mandalay city. 
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xliv.   LHRD0901 (Transwoman) – Monywa township. LRD1513 (Queer), LHRD1515 (Queer), 

LHRD1506 (Transwoman) – Yangon city. LHRD0409 (Transwoman) – Lashio town-

ship. LHRD1205 (Transwoman), LHRD1210 (Transwoman), LHRD1214 (Transwoman) – 

Nyaungshwe township. LHRD1107 (Transwoman), LHRD1110 (Gay) – Pakokku township. 

LHRD0604 (Non-binary) – mandalay city.  

xlv.   LHRD1512 (Transwoman) – Yangon city. LHRD0312 (Transwoman) – Kyaukpadaung 

township. LHRD1308 (Transwoman) - Shwebo twonship. LRD1207 (Gay), LHRD1208 

(Gay) – Nyaungshwe township.  

xlvi.  LHRD0312 (Transwoman) – Kyaunkpadaung township. LHRD1308 (Transwoman) – 

Shwebo township. LHRD1213 (Gay) – Nyaungshwe township. LHRD0509 (Transwoman) 

– Mahlaing township. 

xlvii.   LHRD0905 (Gay), LHRD0907 (Transwoman), LHRD0912 (Transwoman) – Monywa 

township. LHRD1102 (Transwoman) – Pakokku township.  

xlviii.   LHRD0406 (Transman) – Lashio township.  

xlix.   LHRD1204 – Nyaungshwe township.  

l.   LHRD0803 (Gay) – Meikhtila township. 

li.   LHRD0712 (Transwoman) – Mawlamyine township. LHRD1514 (Transwoman) – Yangon 

city. LHRD1202 (Gay), LHRD1205 (Transwoman) – Nyaungshwe township. LHRD1107 

(Transwoman) – Pakokku township. LHRD1010 (Gay) – Myitkyina township. LHRD0606 

(Gay), LHRD0608 (Bisexual), LHRD0616 (Transman) – Mandalay city. LHRD0506 (Tran-

swoman), LHRD0508 -  (Transman) – Mahlaing township. 

lii.   LHRD0914 (Gay) – Monywa township. 

liii.   LHRD0406 (Transman) – Lashio township. LHRD1210 (Transwoman) – Nyaungshwe 

township. LHRD0804 – (Transwoman) – Meikhtila township. 

liv.   LHRD0709 (Queer) – Mawlamyine township. LHRD1508 (Bigender) – Yangon city. 

LHRD1302 (Gay) – Shwebo township. LHRD1201 (Transwoman), LHRD1209 (Gay) – 

Nyaungshwe township. LHRD0801 (Transwoman), LHRD0804 – (Transwoman) – Meikth-

ila township.  

lv.   LHRD1511 (Gay) – Yangon city. LHRD1211 (Transwoman) – Nyaungshwe township.

lvi.   LHRD1101, LHRD1102 (Gay) – Pakokku township. 

lvii.   LHRD0311 (Transwoman) – Kyuakpadaung township.  
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lviii.   LHRD0301 (Transman) – Kyaukpadaung township. LHRD0908 (Transwoman) – Mony-

wa township.

   LHRD1114 (Gay) – Pakokku township.  

lix.   LHRD0809 (Transwoman) – Meikhtila township. LHRD0904 (Transwoman), LHRD0915 

(Gay) – Monywa township.  

lx.   LHRD1109 (Transwoman) – Pakokku township. LHRD1013 (Transwoman) – Myitkyina 

township.  

lxi.   LHRD0710 (Gay) – Mawlamyine township.  

lxii.   LHRD0310 (Transwoman), LHRD0303 (Transwoman), LHRD0315 (Transwoman) – 

Kyaukpadaung township. LHRD0902 (Transwoman), LHRD0906 (Transwoman), 

LHRD0915 (Gay) – Monywa township. 

  LHRD0404 (Transwoman), LHRD0408 (Transman), LHRD0409 (Transwoman) – Lashio 

township. 

 LHRD1109 (Transwoman) – Pakokku township. LHRD1203 (Transwoman) – Nyaungshwe 

township.  

lxiii.   LHRD0309 (Transwoman) – Kyaukpadaung township. LHRD0414 (Transwoman) – 

Lashio township.  

lxiv.   LHRD0904 (Transwoman)၊ LHRD0913 (Gay) – Monywa township.  

lxv.   LHRD0717 (Non-binary) – Mawlamyine township.  

lxvi.   A-Chauk is a derogatory term, widely used by the prejudiced Burmese society to 

address not just queers but also heterosexual effeminate men and transgender men, 

and to express their disgust over LGBTQ people. The word is directly translated as 

‘those who unnaturally use dry anus to have sex’.

lxvii.   Pyu-saw-htee are pro-military supporters. They are the militia forces backed 

mainly by the military, and are made up of military veterans and Buddhist ultrana-

tionalist pro-military supporters.  

lxviii.   For example, a gay man from Monywa township who was sexually harassed and 

exploited when going to the police station to file a case. (LHRD0913).

lxix.   LHRD1401 (Gay), LHRD1402 (Transman), LHRD1407 (Lesbian)၊ LHRD1410 (Trans-

man) – Taunggyi township. LHRD1101 (Transwoman), LHRD1104 (Transwoman) – Pakokku 

township. LHRD0906 (Transwoman) – Monywa township.  
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lxx.   LHRD1403 (Transman) – Taunggyi township.  

lxxi.   LHRD1102 (Gay), LHRD1107 (Transwoman), LHRD1109 (Transwoman) – Pakokku 

township.

  LHRD0717 (Non-binary) – Mawlamyine township.  

lxxii.   LHRD0905 (Gay) – Monywa township. LHRD1105 (Gay), LHRD1106 (Transwoman) – 

Pakokku township.

  LHRD1507 (Transwoman) – Yangon city. LHRD1002 (Bigender) – Myitkyina township.

 LHRD1404 (Bisexual man) – Taunggyi township. 

lxxiii.    LHRD1404 (Bisexual man) from Taunggyi city who had to give over 600 lakhs 

(approximately 30,000 USD) to the  prison authorities and prosecutors to not be 

charged and escape from prison, including other cases such as – LHRD0915 (Gay) – 

Monywa township; LHRD1007 (Non-binary), LHRD1014 (Gay) – Myitkyina township; and 

LHRD1510 (Transwoman) – Yangon City.  

lxxiv.   LHRD0909 (Transwoman) – Monywa township.  

lxxv.   LHRD1101 (Transwoman)၊ LHRD1106 (Transwoman) – Pakokku township. LHRD1204 

(Transwoman) – Nyaungshwe township. LHRD1404 (Bisexual man), LHRD1408 (Gay) – 

Taunggyi township.  

lxxvi.   LHRD1103 (Transwoman) – Pakokky township. LHRD1002 (Bigender) – Myitkyina 

township.  

lxxvii.   LHRD0915 (Gay) – Monywa township. 

lxxviii.   LHRD0609 (Gay) – Mandalay city. 

lxxix.    LHRD1305 (Gay) – Shwebo township. LHRD1510 (Transwoman) – Yangon city. 

lxxx.   LHRD1404 (Bisexual man), LHRD1406 (Gay) – Taunggyi city. 

lxxxi.   LHRD1104 (Transwoman), LHRD1109 (Transwoman) – Pakokku township. LHRD0904 

(Transwoman) – Monywa township. LHRD1203 (Transwoman), LHRD1204 (Transwom-

an), LHRD1205 (Transwoman), LHRD1214 (Transwoman) – Nyaungshwe township.  

lxxxii.   LHRD1210 (Transwoman) - Nyaungshwe township.  

lxxxiii.   LHRD0905 (Gay)၊ LHRD0913 (Gay) – Monywa township.  

lxxxiv.   LHRD0910 (Transwoman), LHRD0912 (Transwoman) – Monywa township. LHRD1111 

(Transwoman) – Pakokku township.  

lxxxv.   National Registration Card. 
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lxxxvi.   Thinzar Wint Kyaw is a famous female model in Myanmar. She is well known for 

her nude arts in which she shows her skin and body positivity. After the coup, she was 

arrested by the military for public obscenity. 

lxxxvii.   There were altogether 26 cases of violence against protestors as documented 

by the forum. 

lxxxiii.   LHRD0813 (Gay) – Meikhtila township. LHRD1408 (Gay), LHRD1409 (Gay) – Taunggyi 

city. 

lxxxix.   LHRD1213 (Gay) – Nyaungshwe township.  

xc.   LHRD1215 (Gay), LHRD1207 (Gay)  - Nyaungshwe township. LHRD1314 (Transwoman) – 

Shwebo township.  

xci.   LHRD1302 (Gay), LHRD1305 (Gay) – Shwebo township. LHRD0912 (Transwoman) – 

Monywa township. LHRD1109 (Transwoman) – Pakokku township.  

xcii.   LHRD1301 (Transwoman), LHRD1304 (Gay)၊, LHRD1309 (Gay), LHRD1306 (Transwoman) 

– Shwebo township. LHRD0909 (Transwoman), LHRD0904 (Transwoman) – Monywa 

township.  

xciii.   LHRD1214 (Transwoman) – Nyaungshwe township.  

xciv.   LHRD0914 (Gay) – Monywa township. LHRD0802 (Transman) – Meikhtila township. 

LHRD0601 (Gay) – Mandalay city.   

xcv.   LHRD0812 (Transwoman) – Meikhtila township.  LHRD0907 (Transwoman) – Mony-

wa township. 

xcvi.   LHRD1311 (Gay) – Shwebo township.  

xcvii.   LHRD1303 (Transwoman) – Shwebo township. LHRD0904 (Transwoman), 

LHRD0908 (Transwoman), LHRD0910 (Transwoman) – Monywa township.  

xcviii.   LHRD0808 (Gay) – Meikhtila township. LHRD1105 (Bisexual) – Pakokku township.  

xcix.   LHRD1302 (Gay) – Shwebo township. 

c.   LHRD1210 (Transwoman) – Nyaungshwe township.  

ci.   LHRD0413 (Transwoman) – Lashio township.  

cii.   LHRD0404 (Transwoman) – Lashio township.  

ciii.   LHRD1512 (Transwoman) – Yangon city.  

civ.   LHRD0905 (Gay) – Monywa township. LHRD1211 (Transwoman) – Nyaungshwe town-

ship. 
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cv.   LHRD0708 (Transwoman) – Mawlamyine township.  

cvi.   LHRD0910 (Transwoman) – Monywa township.  

cvii.   LHRD1511 (Gay) – Yangon city.  

cviii.   LHRD1212 (Gay), LHRD1213 (Gay), LHRD1215 (Gay)  - Nyaungshwe township.  

cix.   LHRD1002 (Bigender) – Myitkyina township.  

cx.   CDM-participating former civil servant: LHRD1413 (Transman) – Taunggyi city. 

cxi.   LHRD1204 (Transwoman), LHRD1206 (Gay) -  Nyaungshwe township. 

cxii.   LHRD0505 (Transwoman) – Mahlaing township. 

cxiii.   The forum documented a total of 56 cases where LGBTIQA are subjected to ver-

bal abuse and psychological abuse in social sector based on their gender identities 

and expressions. 

cxiv.   The forum docucmented a total of 9 cases where LGBTIQA are subjected to 

verbal abuse and psychological abuse in social sector based on their sexual orienta-

tions. 

cxv.   LHRD0812 (Transwoman) – Meikhtila township.  

cxvi.   LHRD0308 (Transwoman) – Kyaukpadaung township.  

cxvii.   LHRD0307 (Transwoman) – Kyaukpadaung township.  

cxviii.   LHRD0301 (Transman), LHRD0304 (Transman), LHRD0305 (Transwoman), 

LHRD0314 (Transwoman) – Kyaukpadaung township. LHRD1314 (Transwoman) – Shwe-

bo township. LHRD1204 (Transwoman) – Nyaungshwe township. 

cxix.   LHRD0703 (Transwoman), LHRD0706 (Bigender), LHRD0709 (Bigender), 

LHRD0715 (Gay) – Mawlamyine township. LHRD0906 (Transwoman) – Monywa town-

ship.  

cxx.   LHRD1504 (Transwoman), LHRD1507 (Transwoman) – Yangon city.  

cxxi.   LHRD0404 (Transwoman), LHRD0405 (Transman), LHRD0412 (Transwoman) – 

Lashio township.

  LHRD1204 (Transwoman) – Nyaungshwe township. LHRD1101 (Transwoman) – Pakokku 

township.

  LHRD1508 (Bigender) – Yangon city.  LHRD0909 (Transwoman), LHRD0908 (Trans-

woman), LHRD0911 (Transwoman) – Monywa township. 

cxxii.   1 case involved this type of GVHR.  
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cxxiii.   23 cases involved this type of GVHR.  

cxxiv.   7 cases. 

cxxv.   22 cases.  

cxxvi.   8 cases.  

cxxvii.   15 cases.  

cxxviii.   4 cases.  

cxxix.   https://coup.aappb.org/person/THA-20220601-00850 

cxxx.   Testimony of the interviewee (undisclosed close relative of the victim).  

cxxxi.   ‘Ponsan’ is a typical form of physical torture and punishment used by the investi-

gators and prison officers where the detainees and prisoners are forced to maintain 

various difficult positions for prolonged periods. Ponsan often involves standing on 

tip-toe with knees bent at a 45 degree angle for a prolonged period, with each time 

lasting for one to two hours and twice-thrice a day. 

cxxxii.   Available at: https://airtable.com/shr9w3z7dyIoqdUv4/tbl8hVtSci8VifbO9 

cxxxiii.   Myanmar’s Penal Code Section 505 regarding ‘sedition’ was recently amended 

by the military to target all pro-democracy and anti-military supporters. 505 (A) crim-

inalizes “any attempt to hinder, disturb, damage the motivation, discipline, health 

and conduct of the military personnel and government employees and cause their 

hatred, disobedience, or disloyalty toward the military and the government”. Military’s 

amendment in early 2021 following the coup included additional provision criminal-

izing “any attempt to cause fear, spread false news, or agitate directly or indirect-

ly a criminal offense against a government employee”. Read more here: https://

www.irrawaddy.com/news/burma/myanmar-ruling-council-amends-treason-sedi-

tion-laws-protect-coup-makers.html 

cxxxiv.   MRTV is a Myanmar Radio and Television – a national broadcasting media, mainly 

managed and run by the military. 

cxxxv.   ‘Dalan’ is roughly translated as military-informer. It is used derogatively by an-

ti-coup forces to describe military informants. 

cxxxvi.   Tha-nge is a term used to refer to a partner (romantic or sexual or both) of a 

transgender woman. Tha-nge often has a look of heterosexual man. 
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